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SUMMARY
This is Volume i of a two-volume final report on Contract NASI-14690. The
contract covers a cooperative NASA/Lockheed program investigating the use of
active controls in a modern wide body transport, the Lockheed L-1011, for in-
creased energy efficiency. Volume i covers active wing load alleviation,
Tasks i (Baseline Tests) and 3 (Extended-Span Tests) of the contract, and
Volume 2 (NASA CR-159098) covers the Task 2 aft-cg simulation work and active
stability augmentation for use with a significantly smaller horizontal tail.
The extended span and small tail each result in a 3% fuel saving, for a combined
saving of 6%.
The active wing load alleviation uses symmetric motions of the outboard
ailerons for Maneuver Load Control (MLC) and Elastic Mode Suppression (EMS),
and stabilizer motions for Gust Load Alleviation (GLA). The control laws were
derived_ after initial exploration of optimal control theory_ with the aid of
large-scale maneuver loads_ flutter and gust loads programs. They were basi-
cally similar for both the baseline and extended-span configurations.
Results of laboratory and flight tests in both configurations showed good
agreement with analysis. Slow maneuvers verified the MLC_ and open- and
closed-loop flight frequency response tests verified the aircraft dynamic
response to symmetric aileron and stabilizer drives as well as the active sys-
tem performance. Flight tests in turbulence verified the effectiveness of the
active controls in reducing gust-induced wing loads. It was concluded that
active wing load alleviation/extended span is proven in the L-1011 and is
ready for application to airline service; it is a very practical way to
obtain the increased efficiency of a higher aspect ratio wing with minimum
structural impact.
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SECTIONi
INTRODUCTION
This report covers the application of active controls to a modern
wide-body transport, the Lockheed L-lOll, for increased aerodynamic efficiency.
The term "active controls" is applied to aircraft systems in which controls
are movedautomatically, independently of the pilot, in response to signals
from appropriate sensors. Active controls may be used for flight path con-
trol, for load alleviation, and for ride comfort control. This aircraft
already contained active controls for flight path manag_ementin its Autoland
automatic landing system, Reference i, and for vertical stabilizer design
load reduction, Reference 2. Thesedevelopments were important in setting
up someof the basic principles and techniques for active controls in
commercial transports: the use of probability-based analyses to maintain a
level of safety consistent with past experience (Reference 2), and definition
and mechanization of the related redundancy and monitoring requirements
(Reference i).
Building on this base, research was started in 1974 on use of active
controls for wing load alleviation and for longitudinal stability augmenta-
tion. Although the initial objective of the load alleviation was an increase
in gross weight using existing wing structure - an increase of 12 percent was
found possible - the rising costs of fuel soon madeit apparent that load
alleviation could best be used to increase the wing span for improved fuel
efficiency. The objective of the stability augmentation studies was drag
reduction by use of a smaller horizontal tail and reduced stability margin.
Studies and wind tunnel tests indicated that the extended span and the
smaller tail would each result in a 3 percent fuel saving, for a combined
saving of 6 percent.
i-i
Starting in February 1977, these studies were funded on a cost-sharing
basis by NASA'sAircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE)Program, Reference 3,
through the Energy Efficient Transport Element (EET), Reference 4, under
i
Contract NASl-14690. _ At that time a breadboard load alleviation system was
already under test on the full-scale L-1011 Vehicle Systems Simulator (VSS)
at Lockheed's Rye Canyon research facility.
Three tasks were defined for the program:
Task i - Flight testing of the load alleviation system on an L-1011 air-
craft CBaseline Tests).
Task 2 - Design and pilot-in-the-loop simulator testing of a longitudinal
stability augmentation system.
Task 3 - Flight testing and evaluation of a modified L-1011 with extended
span and active controls.
These tasks have been successfully completed.
This is the Final Report on the basic tasks. The Final Report is
divided into two volumes. This is Volume l, covering the load alleviation
work, Tasks 1 and 3. Volume 2, NASA CR 159098, covers the augmented stability
work, Task 2.
Lockheed's background philosophy and guidelines for use of active
controls in commercial transports have been covered in previous publications
and are not repeated here. As previously noted, Reference 1 defined a prac-
tical redundant active control system and Reference 2 defined the probability-
ibased analyses. Reference 5, giving the results of Tasks 1 and 2, reiterates
the principles of equivalent safety, the probabilistic approach, and their
attainment without sacrificing dispatch reliability. Certification consider-
ations are discussed in Reference 6, and details of the design loads task and
active load alleviation tradeoffs are given in Reference 7.
1-2
SECTION2
SYSTEMDESCRIPTIONS
2.1 L-1011 AIRFRAME
The L-1011 is a triple-turbofan wide-body transport having the relatively
high fuel efficiency and low noise of the high-bypass-ratio fan engine.
Figure 2-1 is a plan view showing the 5.8% extended span discussed in this
volume and the smaller tail covered in Volume 2. The airplane with extended
span is shown in Figure 2-2. Pertinent dimensions of the baseline and ex-
tended span configurations are given in Table 2-1.
The baseline wing aspect ratio of 6.95 was proportioned for minimum
direct operating costs when fuel costs were about 15 cents per gallon. A
relatively low design stress, wide-tread gear and outboard engine location
all led to a relatively stiff wing in both bending and torsion, with the
result that the outboard ailerons remain effective to the maximum design
speed. This characteristic facilitates use of active wing load alleviation
which in turn permits the increased span and aspect ratio, with minimum
structural impact, appropriate to design for a higher fuel cost level.
2.1.1 Structural Modifications for Extended Span
The span extension is shown in more detail in Figure 2-3. The tip plan-
form was selected to maintain high lift without need for a leading edge slat.
The tip does not require anti-icing provisions. The aileron was extended
the same amount as the wing; two hinges were added. Although an added ail-
eron damper was not required for the conditions of the test, a third damper
is added to the production extended-span aircraft to ensure flutter safety
in event of dual hydraulic system failures.
The experimental span extension consists of an aluminum structural box
between the extended front and rear spars; a fiberglass formed leading edge,
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TABLE 2-1. CHARACTERISTIC DIMENSIONS OF TEST AIRPLANE
Baseline (Task i) Extended Span (Task 3)
Wing
Area (Reference)
Span (Reference)
321.0m 2 (3456 ft. 2)
47.24m (155.0 ft.)
328.9m 2 (3541 ft 2)
50.09m (164.33 ft)
Aspect Ratio
Taper Ratio
Sweep at 0.25C
Outboard Aileron
Area, 2 SOA/S W
Root at
Tip at
Horizontal Stabilizer
Area
Span
Aspect Ratio
Taper Ratio
6.95
•30
35 °
.0260
q = .811 (Avg.)
q = .988
7.63
.26
35 °
.0314
q = .769 (Avg.)
= .990
ll9.1m 2 (1282 sq. ft.)
21.82m (71.58 ft.)
4
.33
aluminum-covered for lightning protection; a trailing-edge section with ribs
supporting the aileron hinge; and a removable fiberglass-and-metal tip section.
The rear-facing light was unchanged, but the forward-facing light required new
mounting hardware and a new formed transparent cover.
Design loads for the span extension were selected as those of the
L-IOII-500, which is the version having the most severe loads. The extension
was designed by the roll maneuver and symmetric maneuver load analysis cases.
The outer wing was strengthened for about 2 meters inboard of the
WBL 910.4 structural joint. This area, which has previously had
2-4
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near-negligible design loads, required addition of stringers, more area on
existing stringers, and doubler sheets on the spar webs and wing box upper
and lower skins.
The extensions were similar in mass to the production values of 249 kg
(550 lb) per ship; i.e., 31.5 kg/m 2 (6.5 psf). In production, the wing
structural modifications inboard of the extensions add a mass of 46 kg (102
lb) per ship.
2.2 PRIMARY FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM
The Primary Flight Control System (PFCS) consists of controls for
the horizontal stabilizer, rudder, inboard ailerons, outboard ailerons, and
spoilers. Geared elevators, driven mechanically by the stabilizer, improve
the effectiveness of the horizontal stabilizer. The control systems are
irreversible hydro-mechanical systems. All mechanical and electrical con-
trols and instrumentation necessary for operation of the aircraft are
located in the flight station compartment. Dual control wheels, columns, and
rudder pedals are provided for the captain and first officer. These flight
controls are conventional in operation and connect to control cable paths
(dual in pitch and roll) which terminate at the pitch, roll, and yaw aft
cable quadrants. The surface actuators are multiply redundant for all axes.
In the flight station area, the pitch and the roll dual-control paths are
interconnected by couplers so that either pilot has control of both control
paths. In the event of a malfunction, the dual-control paths may be separated
by either pilot by a manual uncoupling mechanism. Inflight reconnection may
be made if desired.
2.2.1 Pitch Control System
The pitch attitude of the aircraft is controlled by the incidence angle
of the horizontal stabilizer. Four linear hydraulic servos act in unison to
position the stabilizer as commanded by control column inputs or by the auto-
pilot. The effectiveness of the horizontal stabilizer is increased by two
elevators which are geared directly to the stabilizer. They move with a
fixed relationship as a function of the stabilizer motion and are not con-
trollable independently.
2-6 i
An overall schematic of the pitch control system is shownin Figure 2-4.
The power servos are controlled by meansof two separate control channels from
the columns to the servo inputs with separate cables and a feel and trim
system. These channels are coupled by interconnecting linkages between the
columns and between the servo inputs. Both connections incorporate couplers
which can be opened to allow independent control in case of input system
failures or Jams. An input system monitoring system is provided which warns
the pilot in case of a failure or jam by indicating which channel is affected.
Pilot feel forces are generated by meansof mechanical springs. The spring
gradient is automatically scheduled as a function of the stabilizer position
and the Machnumber.
Failure warning lights, system monitoring lights, and modecontrol
switches are mounted on three panels located in the flight station above the
windshield.
Stabilizer Servo System
The Stabilizer Servo System is composed of two power servo assemblies,
four actuators, and four mechanical feedback link mechanisms, two of which
are feedback monitors. Hydromechanical safety provisions are included for
failure detection and isolation.
The system is powered by four independent hydraulic sources. The actu-
ators, any one of which is capable of controlling the airplane, act in unison
and are controlled by the two separate servo valve assemblies on opposite
sides of the airplane. Each valve assembly contains a dual four-way, tandem
spool which controls two adjacent actuators. The control valves operate in
response to mechanical inputs at the input arms from the pilot or autopilot
to port fluid flow and pressure to each actuator. The hydraulic flow to the
actuators is approximately proportional to the control valve displacement,
except during overtravel. The stabilizer displacement is mechanically fed
back and compared with the input commands in summing linkage arrangements
internal to the servo valve assemblies to null the servo control valves when
the commanded position is attained. The actuators are normally all four
active, but the shutoff/bypass functions permit the system to operate also
2-7
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with two or three active actuators. They have balanced pistons, each able
to support a load of 74,700 newtons (16,800 lb) when the static pressure
differential is at the expected minimum of 19MPa (2750 psid). They have
teflon seals with very low friction. Snubbers provide smooth piston decelera-
tion at each end of the cylinder. The full stroke is 0.71 m (28 inches).
2.2.2 Roll Control System
The roll control system controls the motion of the aircraft about the
longitudinal axis by the use of "full-time" inboard and outboard ailerons
supplemented by the five outboard (of six per wing) spoilers during low-speed
flaps-extended flight. The four inboard spoilers also operate symmetrically
for speedbrake and direct lift control. Motion of the spoilers for roll
control is asymmetric, upward only, regardless of previous symmetric inputs.
Outboard Aileron Servo System
The outboard aileron servo system, Figure 2-5, includes a hydromechanical
position servo on each wing. Each servo Contains a tandem valve dual hydraulic
servo module which provides control of fluid pressure and flow to two parallel
acting unequal area actuators which drive the corresponding outboard aileron.
A command input from anLinboard aileron opens the corresponding outboard
aileron control valves, pressurizing the hydraulic cylinders. The external
dual feedback linkage nulls the valves when the commanded position is
attained. The input linkage is a dual redundant load path system; one primary
path for input from the inboard aileron, and the other secondary path an
internal centering spring arrangement to return the surface to faired position
in the event of loss of the primary input connection or the primary feedback.
The feedback linkages are dual to prevent an open loop failure due to loss of
either feedback link. The control valve consists of two four-way spools
in tandem. The valve ends are ported to the static cavity. The valve has
been designed with over-travel provisions.
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2.3 ACTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM (ACS)
2.3.1 Functional Description
Reductions in wing design loads are achieved by automatically moving
the outboard ailerons symmetrically in response to accelerations sensed at
the wing tips and in the fuselage. In a positive-g maneuver (pullup or
banked turn) or long-term updraft, the ailerons deflect upward (and
downward for negative maneuvers and downdrafts) thus moving the wing
cen_er of pressure inboard and reducing the wing bending stresses.
This active controls application is designated maneuver load control, or
MLC. In continuous atmospheric turbulence, in addition, motion in the first
wing bending mode in the 1-2 Hz frequency range is sensed by accelerometers
at the wing tips. The ailerons are moved symmetrically so that the resulting
air pressures oppose the wing tip velocities and thus further reduce the
stresses produced by the turbulence. This function is designated elastic
mode suppression, or EMS.
In addition to moving the ailerons symmetrically, the system moves the
horizontal stabilizer automatically to compensate for the airplane pitching
moment produced by the airplane as it enters a gust. This function is
designated gust alleviation, or GA.
2.3.2 Servo System Modifications
In order to provide incremental motion to the power servo input linkages
without interfering with the primary commands from the pilot or autopilot,
series servos are utilized for the active control system. The original out-
board aileron (OA) power servo modules in the flight test airplane (and in
the laboratory "iron bird") included series servos with an authority of +7 °
m
as an early precaution against possible need for a roll damper. The MLC/EMS
command capability is added in the same manner as if from a roll stability
augmentation system, except that the commands are symmetrical. The series
servo in the horizontal stabilizer (HS) channel, an electro-hydraulic exten-
sible link servo, was added by replacing that part of the series trim output
link which is connected to the output arm of the feel and mechanical trim
unit (see Figure 2-5). The authority of the HS series servo is +8.1 mm
2-11
(_.32 inches). The corresponding deflection at the horizontal stabilizer
varies from +--0.6° at high speed to about +1.7° at approach as a function of
the column to stabilizer gearing. For this "off-the-shelf" extensible-link
servo, a module to reduce the pressure from 21 MPa(3000 psi) to 7 MPa
(1000 psi) was utilized. The HS series servo was found to limit the available
stabilizer rate unacceptably in the baseline tests. It was modified before the
extended-span tests by doubling the valve flow and increasing the pressure to
i0.5 _a (1500 psi).
The breadboard ACS servo system includes:
4 HS power servos (dual-dual configuration)
40A power servos (dual configuration per wing)
20A series servos (single servo, dual winding per wing)
I HS series servo (with in-line monitoring)
Cross monitoring of the OA series servos is accomplished by comparisons between
corresponding left wing and right wing coil signals. In-line monitoring of
the HS series servo compares its response (feedback signal) with the output of
a linear first-order analog model (.i second time constant) of the series
servo in the HS driver card of the ACS computer.
2.3.3 ACS Sensors
The experimental ACS sensor system includes:
4 wing tip accelerometers (two per wing)
2 fuselage accelerometers
2 fuselage pitch rate gyros
2 column force transducers (one per column)
2 horizontal stabilizer position transducers
The wing-tip and fuselage accelerometers are identical having a dynamic range
of +5 g's and a first-order filter characteristic with a time constant of
.03 second. The design utilizes a force-balance servo loop to constrain
the seismic element within a very small range of displacement. The
2-12t 1
first-order filter, which is inside the servo loop, attenuates the response
of the seismic element at frequencies above five hertz, thus avoiding satura-
tion due to high frequency vibrations. The seismic natural frequency is 500
rad/sec with a damping ratio of 60%of critical damping. The scale factor is
1 volt per g.
The rate gyros have a natural frequency of 120 rad/sec with a damping
ratio of 50%of critical damping. The dynamic range is +40 deg/sec. The
scale factor (D.C. volts demodulatedfrom 400 Hz) is .129v per deg/sec.
Calibrated torquing currents can be applied to the accelerometer or to
the rate gyros by operating appropriate switches in the ground test module
(GT/FDterminal described in Section 2.3.6).
The column-force transducers are the sameones used for control wheel
steering in the autopilot. The signals are generated by force sensors in the
hubs of the pilot wheels.
The horizontal stabilizer position transducers are LVDT's (one in each
power servo module) which measurethe surface feedback at each side of the
horizontal stabilizer center box. These LVDT's are in the flight test air-
plane and in the laboratory "iron bird".
2.3.4 ACS Computer - Analo_
The active control computer (breadboard model) and interface equipment
were designed and fabricated at the Lockheed Rye Canyon Research Laboratories.
The block diagram shown in Figure 2-6 represents half of the dual redundant
analog system for the baseline tests. Figure 2-7 gives the corresponding
diagram for the extended-span tests, including specific characteristics in
each block.
In both cases, a monitoring system compares the dual redundant channels
at strategic points and automatically disengages the system when the compara-
tors detect a significant mismatch. The computer is a solid state analog
type, composed of operational amplifier chips which are "wired" with input
and feedback impedances to generate the prescribed transfer function charac-
teristics. !In Figure 2-6_ the airplane dynamic sensors are represented by
2-13
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the blocks which are adjacent to the left margin; and the control surface
driver cards are represented by the blocks which are adjacent to the right
margin. Figure 2-7 also shows the dynamic characteristics of the series servo/
actuator systems. The outboard ailerons receive EMS commands from the wing-
tip accelerometers and MLC commands from a blend of wing-tip and body accel-
eration signals. The horizontal stabilizer received GA commands from a blend
of pitch rate and body acceleration signals in the baseline case, and from
pitch rate alone for the extended-span tests. This signal alone more nearly
fitted the objective of having no increase in stabilizer fatigue loading
environment. The column force transducers feed compensating signals from the
pilot to the horizontal stabilizer in order to preserve correct column forces
during maneuvers.
The column force signal is the sum of signals from the two columns. It
is filtered by a first order time constant (0.5 second) which produces the
approximate lag required to cancel ACS responses to a pilot command. Each of
the other sensor signals is filtered by a first-order time constant
(.03 second) in order to attenuate the effects of vibration and noise above
five hertz (each accelerometer filter is inside its corresponding module and
not in the ACS computer). A constant bias, corresponding to gravity, is sub-
tracted from each accelerometer signal. Incremental acceleration signals
from the left and right wing tips are averaged before passing on through the
MLC/EMS channel.
t
2.3.5 Control Laws
The gain scheduling sequences indicated in Figures 2-6 and 2-7 are shown
quantitatively in Figure 2-8 for the ailerons (MLC/EMS) and in Figure 2-9
for the stabilizer GA (later changed to GLA) function. The gain scheduling
was simplified for the extended-span case into a basic change with flap
position for both ailerons and stabilizer. A relatively smaller additional
change with speed takes place for the aileron function, at 315-330 KCAS. This
modification reduced the possibility of very large gain changes with a mal-
functioning speed sensor. As noted on Figure 2-9, higher stabilizer gains
were selected with the digital computer (see Section 2.3.8) in order to explore
the maximum gains considered usable with the test system.
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Specific flight test conditions are indicated on the figures by the
"LC-X" notation, for "Load Condition-X". They will be discussed in the
Results section.
The dynamic characteristics of the control laws are comparedin
Figure 2-10 for the ailerons, and in Figure 2-11 for the stabilizer. The
gains shownare those for the cruise cases, LC-I and LC-B. Other cases with
different gains have the samephases and the samegain/frequency variation
(i.e., shape of the gain curve) as shownhere. The gain curves are simply
displaced vertically by a change in steady-state gain, such as changing to
flaps-down. The aileron phase curves, Figure 2-10(b), apply to the melded
wing-tip/fuselage acceleration signals. Similarly the baseline stabilizer
phase curve, Figure 2-11, applies to the melded pitch rate/fuselage accelera-
tion signal.
The aileron function is to provide 8.7 deg per g of wing/body accelera-
tion at low frequency (0.i to 0.3 Hz), with a phase near 180° , and to provide
wing bending damping in the wing bending frequency range of i to 2 Hz, with
a phase near 90° to the wing-tip acceleration. Someadditional gain and
phase control is used in the 2-3 Hz range, where engine motions are signifi-
cant, for the extended span case.
The stabilizer control law dynamic requirements, Figure 2-11, are
to provide damping in the short-period frequency range of 0.i to 0.3 Hz,
and to avoid excitation of elastic modes. The trend toward simplification is
underlined by deletion of the fuselage acceleration function for the extended
span case.
2.3.6 Interface System
The ACS computer contains twelve "cards" which are interfaced with each
other through the "motherboard" at the base of the chassis. Each card is
plugged into the motherboard through pins arranged in two rows. The twelve
cards are assigned as follows:
3 cards for Channel A computation
3 cards for Channel B computation (channels A and B are redundant)
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2 0A driver cards (i each for Channels A and B)
i HS driver card
i Comparator system card
2 power supply cards.
The ACS computer control panel contains function selector switches and fifteen
jacks connected to test points inside the computer (buffered).
Interfacing among the various ACS components, which are distributed over
the airplane, is accomplished through a system of cables (wiring harnesses)
connected at two major junctions: (i) the "blue slipper" and (2) the "ground
test/failure detector" (GT/FD) terminal.
The "blue slipper" is a tray upon which the ACS computer is mounted and
which fits into a rack in the lower bay of the airplane. The tray is slipped
into direct interface with the ship wiring cable connectors through two sets
of four 57 pin plugs at the rear end of the tray. Corresponding pins of the
two plug sets are soldered together with wires that are contained within the
framework of the tray. Underneath the front end of the tray are two similar
plugs (Elco plugs) which interface with special ACS cables. The ship wiring
cables lead to the wing tips (OA servos), to the flight station (FCES panel),
and to the ship power supplies. The special ACS cables lead to the ACS test
engineering station (ACS control panel and GT/FD terminal).
The GT/FD terminal includes a control panel, an ACS status annunciator,
and a patch board. Torque command signals to the accelerometers and the rate
gyros are supplied through switches on the GT/FD control panel. Two poten-
tiometers on the GT/FD control panel supply manually controlled (optional)
gain scheduling signals to the ACS computer. The jacks on the patch board
are :
24 to the flight test instrumentation station
3 to the control surface command points in the ACS computer (HS channel
and OA channels A and B)
4 from the wing tip accelerometers (unbuffered)
4 from the fuselage sensors (unbuffered)
2-231
2 from the gain schedule potentiometers
2 from the gain schedule sensors
2 to the ACSgain schedule input points.
The GT/FDterminal has nine input/output connectors for cables leading to the:
Left wing tip accelerometers
Right wing tip accelerometers
Fuselage sensors (accelerometers and pitch rate gyros)
Flight Station (column force sensor)
Lower bay (blue slipper)
Aft bulkhead (HS series servo)
ACStest engineering station (ACScomputer control panel)
Flight test instrumentation station (Recorders)
Ship power supply.
2.3.7 Safety Provisions
The following provisions in the breadboard system design and operating
procedures were specified in order to assure flight test reliability and
safety.
• The series servo authorities were limited to levels that are
structurally tolerant to hardover or oscillatory failures.
• The fail-passive monitoring system restores the airplane to its
baseline configuration when the comparators detect a malfunction.
• A short-stroke bungee parallels the HS series servo extensible
link to complete the dual link arrangement which replaced the dual
series trim output link.
• Flight restrictions were imposed to avoid undesirable situations
which are peculiar to the breadboard ACS.
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A few of these flight restrictions are stated as follows:
l. The pitch series servo must be turned off for stabilizer trim beyond
-i.0 degrees at the one extreme and -6.5 degrees at the other extreme.
Otherwise it is possible for the ACS signals to command the series
trim rod beyond its stops. The servo force is well below limit load
but might cause fatigue damage of shear rivets in the autopilot servo
module.
. The pitch series servo must be turned off during operation of the
autopilot, except when specifically prescribed otherwise. The auto-
pilot servo activity would have the effect of doubling the series
servo amplitude response.
o The ACS must be turned off in the event of failure of either the A
or D hydraulic system. It will operate properly without the B or C
hydraulic system.
These restrictions do not apply to the production active control system.
The monitoring system utilizes comparator circuitry at strategic locations
to perform the following functions:
i. To compare corresponding computer signals from redundant channels A
and B at the OA driver card input.
2. To compare corresponding 0A actuator coil signals at opposite wings.
3. To compare the HS series servo actuator displacement to a corresponding
analog model output in the HS driver card.
. To supply a disengage command signal to (i) the solenoid valves which
control the series servos and to (2) the FET switches which short
out the computed signals into both driver cards.
After the ACS is tripped by the monitor, any channel can be re-engaged in-
dependently of the others.
The comparator circuits are configured with operational amplifiers driving
disengage logic circuitry composed of NAND gates and HEX inverters. The com-
parators were originally set to permit signal differences equal to thirty
percent of full scale. This was later changed to fifty percent in the HS
channel, because the HS series servo analog model did not include rate
saturation. In order to accommodate large amplitude signals, the time con-
stant was increased from .05 to 0.1 second; then the thirty percent comparator
i
i '/
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setting produced nuisance disengages at the higher frequencies. The required
fifty percent setting is considered adequate for monitoring the pitch system.
2.3.8 Digital Computer
The last part of the extended-span testing took place with a Collins
breadboard digital computer in place of the analog computer. This computer
interfaced into the ship wiring cable connectors through the same two sets of
four 57 pin connectors as the "blue slipper" tray did. It used the same
ground test/failure detector (GT/FD) terminal and control panel. The bread-
board digital computer setup included a separate console for digital
diagnostics.
The digital computer control laws were functionally similar to those of
the analog computer for MLC and EMS.
2.4 VFS/VSS TEST SYSTEM
Lockheed-California Company developed and tested the ACS breadboard system
during 1976 at its Vehicle Systems Laboratory, which is a part of the Rye
Canyon Research Laboratories. The laboratory simulation facilities were used
to test the control law performance in a real-hardware environment. The ACS
computer ("black box") was installed to receive signals from an aeroelastic
model in the visual flight simulation (VFS) computers and to transform them
into the specified command signals for driving the control surfaces on the
vehicle systems simulator (VSS). Deflection signals from the VSS control
surfaces were sent back to the VFS computers to drive the aerolastic model,
thus closing the ACS loops.
Figure 2-12 shows how the ACS computer and the VFS/VSS components were
interfaced for operation with or without the real hardware. The simulator
design permitted various options, among which were the use of a simulated
"black box" instead of the real one and of simulated control servos instead
of the real ones. Pilot-in-the-loop capability was also included for
evaluating the influence of the ACS upon pilot acceptance.
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2.4.1 The Visual Flight Simulator (VFS)
The VFS facility contains all of the components necessary to conduct a
complete real time aircraft simulation. The components include: digital
and hybrid-analog computers, cockpits with instrument displays, visual
displays, a motion system, a sound synthesizer, and a complete computer
software library.
The computers are programmed to simulate all of the aircraft's parameters
so that the simulated aircraft will properly respond to piloted inputs and to
extraneous conditions, such as turbulence. As a result, variances in aircraft
speed, crab angles, vertical and lateral displacements, velocities, and accel-
erations are depicted. In addition, Instrument Landing System (ILS) signal
anomalies, wind gusts, wind shears, and turbulence can all be introduced into
the problem.
One of the VFS cockpits has been built to represent the L-1011 wide-bodied
jet transport. A Category III aircraft cockpit environment is provided for
both the pilot and copilot, with all the necessary controls, instruments, and
indicators to accurately duplicate manual and automatic flight control for
approach, touchdown, and rollout.
For those studies requiring motion, the facility includes an advanced
uncoupled four-degree-of-freedom motion system which was configured to accept
a variety of different cockpits. This hydraulically driven system has inde-
pendent freedoms of movement in pitch, roll, heave (up and down movement),
and lateral (sideways) directions.
2.4.2 The Vehicle Systems Simulator (VSS)
The VSS test facility ("iron bird") contains among others, all of the
hardware components of the L-1011 primary control system. This real hardware
environment introduces many secondary effects (structural feedbacks, non-
linearities, etc.) that cannot be accurately simulated by an analytical model.
Figure 2-13 shows the geometric layout of the VSS relative to other facilities
within the Vehicle Systems Lab.
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A description of the VSS and its capabilities might be conveyed by
describing its use during the development and testing of the following L-1011
vehicle systems: primary flight controls, automatic flight controls and
avionics, hydraulics, flaps, slats, landing gear, brakes, and nose-wheel
steering. Integrated testing of these systems, while subjected to simulated
aerodynamic influences, provided aircraft realism, It was therefore possible
to verify proper system operation during performance and failure mode testing
and while applying the endurance excitation prior to certification
(Reference 8). Participation of the FAA in these laboratory demonstrations
supported the certification of the category III Autoland system simultaneously
with the certification of the basic airplane.
All of the VSS systems were installed on a steel jig structure with the
plan form of the aircraft which is erected in a specially constructed 150 ft.
x 150 ft. building having a 40 ft. clear height. Significant segments of air-
craft structure were constructed and installed prior to their availability
from production assembly and were incorporated to aid the functional realism
of the testing. Fabrication of these elements of structure identified many
assembly problems which were corrected prior to production.
The VSS utilized all of the essential elements of each system. For
example, in the pitch axis control system, it included all elements from the
flight station control columns to the center box of the horizontal stabilizer.
Aircraft structure was used to support the control columns, input mechanisms,
cables, and servos so that the correct structural compliance and effects of
friction were reflected in the performance evaluations. Additional large
segments of aircraft structure were also used to support the servos, actuators,
and center box. The outer sections of the horizontal stabilizer were simulated
by carefully designed dynamic models to provide the capability for assessing
system dynamics and structural feedback effects out to a frequency of 20 Hz.
All four hydraulic systems were included in the VSS with fluid distribu-
tion as nearly identical to the aircraft as practical.
The plumbing distribution included an accurate installation of all com-
ponents within a service center. All four engine-driven pumps were located
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at what would be the accessory gearbox face of the engine. Plumbing was
subsequently routed according to the provisions within the pylon, nacelle,
wing, or fuselage leading to the reservoirs and on to the componentsrequiring
the power.
Operational efficiency, in terms of sharing instrumentation and controlling
the daily activities was aided by installing the flight station on the second
floor in an office environment. Theseareas overlooked the high bay and served
as VSSmaster control. With this arrangement, the cabin floor was permitted
to extend at a 3 m (i0 ft.) elevation into the high bay portion of the building
which contained the jig with vehicle systems and load simulations.
The flight station was adjacent to the VFSdigital and analog computers
which provided the full aerodynamic envelope simulation and/or segments
representing takeoff, cruise, approach, or landing. Additional realism was
provided by headwind, tailwind, windshear, and the effects of atmospheric
turbulence.
A completely independent Central Data System, not associated with flight
simulation, acquired and processed data on a time-sharing basis with 20 other
remote stations distributed within the Rye CanyonLaboratory complex. Instru-
mentation throughout the VSSwas installed to permit conventional monitoring
by direct reading X-Y plotters, strip recorders, or oscillographs. In addition,
the Central Data System was able to monitor two simultaneous tests, comprising
a total of 800 channels, at rates of either 1,000 or 10,000 samples per second.
This valuable tool permitted the direct plotting of hundreds of performance
criteria to aid the systems' development phase and ultimately was used for
direct inclusion within FAAdemonstration reports.
2.4.3 Simulator Configuration for ACS Testing
The ACS breadboard was tested in the manner described above.
particulars are:
Some
The accelerometers and rate gyros were tested in an open-loop con-
figuration only. Simulated sensors were used in the closed-loop tests.
• The ACS computer was installed in the avionics test area.
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The aileron and stabilizer series servos received signals from the
ACScomputer in the avionics test area. The series servos had been
installed in the VSSas described in Section 2.3.2.
Aerodynamic hinge momentsgenerated through the surface loaders were
not utilized.
• Pilot-in-the-loop flights were controlled from the VFS flight station.
The airplane was simulated on the 271 R analog computer. The model was
relatively simple because it was restricted to longitudinal motion, except
that it included banking capability with inherent turn coordination. The
pilot "flew" the system from the VFSflight station. A roll commandsignal
from the wheel controlled the inboard and outboard ailerons through the roll
autopilot servo. The pilot commandedthe HS power servos through the VSS
column, which was slaved to the VFScolumn through a position servo; thus
permitting a realistic representation of the cable and input linkage system.
Control from the VFScolumn required that the feel forces be simulated.
Realistic open-loop feel force disturbances from the HSseries servo were
checked separately from the VSSflight station column.
2.5 AIRPLANE TEST PROVISIONS
The active controls flight test program was conducted on the in-house
L-1011, S/N lO01. It is shown in Figure 2-2 in the extended-span configura-
tion. S/N 1001 is extensively instrumented for flying qualities, performance,
loads, flutter, and automatic flight control testing. Figure 2-14 depicts the
test provisions in the airplane. They include:
Gust Probe - The gust probe is a Giannini Controls Corporation
Model 2811 vertical and lateral differential pressure sensing
probe. This particular probe has been fully wind tunnel calibrated
by Lockheed, and successfully employed on C-141A, C-5A, and L-1011-1
gust loads flight test programs. The gust probe was installed during
the maneuver loads and gust flight testing.
• Weight En6ineer Monitor Station - All necessary readouts for in-flight
calculation of gross weight and center of gravity are located at this
station. In addition, all controls necessary for transferring water
to specified tanks of the water ballast system for in-flight c.g.
control are located at this station.
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Automatic Flight Controls (AFCS) Monitor Station - This station
provides access to AFCS/Active Controls and PCM/FM recorded data for
in-flight changes to parameters which can be monitored via 16 analog
channels and ii discrete channels. In addition, the station has
provision for in-flight excitation of the AFCS/Active Controls sys-
tems and provisions for ground/airborne testing using simulated
sensor inputs. The station also contains logic light displays for
55 discrete channels.
Flutter Monitor and Control Station - This station has provisions for
in-flight monitoring of up to 12 preselected channels of analog
information. Additionally, provisions for incorporation of an
oscilloscope and X-Y plotter exist.
Data Center - The data center contains all equipment necessary for
the conditioning and recording of the test data with the capability
of 3 tracks constant bandwidth FM (63 channels), 2 tracks PCM
(125 channels each), 1 track PCM (60 channels) and 14 tracks wide
band FM for high frequency data requirements. In addition, certain
data readouts are provided on an AO panel. An onboard digital
computer which can access any PCM channel, and telemetry capability
for any selectable FM track are also available.
• Fuel Transfer System - This system provides the capability to
transfer fuel between inboard and outboard wing tank compartments
thus providing additional ability to control c.g. and wing inertia
in flight.
Instrumentation - The basic instrumentation is felt to be self
explanatory. An eighth loads strain gage station was added at
84% of the new span for the extended-span tests. It should be
noted that the shear, bending moment, and torsion moment loads
mentioned are measured in the swept axis system with torsion being
referenced to an arbitrary load axis approximating the elastic axis
of each applicable component.
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SECTION 3
TESTS
3.1 ACS TESTS IN THE VFS/VSS
Each subsystem was functionally bench tested before interfacing or
installation into the VFS/VSS. Each sensor was bench tested to verify
specified frequency and step responses to excitations from the tilt table
and from torquer signals; then used to command the ACS/VSS hardware in open-
loop step response tests. The series servos were open-loop tested on the
VSS to check frequency and step responses, each servo at three different
amplitudes. Additional tests were conducted to check effects due to system
threshold and hysteresis and to observe servo saturation effects (amplitude
saturation and rate saturation). Input signals to command the series servos
included step and oscillatory signals from the VSS console signal generator
superimposed onto control column inputs from the VSS cab.
Closed-loop tests were conducted with and without the pilot in the
loop. They were configured by closing signal paths through the simulated
aeroelastic dynamics. At first, linearized models of the ACS hydraulic
servo transfer functions were simulated; then the linearized models were
replaced in two steps by real hardware: (1) the hydraulic servos were
added through the VSS/VFS interface system; then (2) the ACS computers were
added through the VFS/ACS/VSS interface system.
Without the pilot, the signals commanding or affecting the simulated
airframe were from the VSS servo position transducers, from an input signal
generator, and/or from a noise generator programmed to simulate gust power
spectral densities at several intensities. With the pilot in the loop,
flying qualities and feel characteristics were observed for evaluation of
feed-forward signal effectiveness and for effects of failure modes.
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For documentation, selected test signals were stored in digital form
in the Central Data Computer (CDC). Thesewere recalled in the form of
tabulations, Bodeplots, X-Y plots, or time response plots, as desired.
The CDCoutputs were available on the "quick-look" video tube or on "hard
copy" as needed. The CDCdata were stored permanently for future retrieval.
Selected tests for permanent data storage were outlined according to
the place where the test input activity was performed (the VSStest console,
the VSScab, the VFScomputer room, or the VFScab). Selected data were
retrieved from the CDCby use of the labels identifying each test run in
the outline.
3.2 GROUND TESTS IN THE AIRCRAFT
Prior to the flight testing of the Active Control System, a series of
ground tests were performed on the aircraft.
The first group of tests were to verify the functional and operational
integrity of the system prior to flight. These tests included checks for
positive engagement and disengagement of active control servos, operation
of all system monitors, end-to-end response checks for all sensor inputs, and
iisolation of computational modes from extraneous signals and cross-talk.
The second group of tests were performed to determine the dynamic
response of the Active Control System as installed in the aircraft. Direct
stimulus was applied to the servo amplifiers to determine the frequency
response of the combined Active Controls series servos and Primary Control
surface servos. The servo frequency response was performed at three ampli-
tudes, and, for pitch, at two different trim positions to identify any con-
trol system nonlinearities. Open loop end-to-end frequency response tests
were made separately for the MLC/EMS channel and the Gust Alleviation
channel to verify the computational transfe{ function.
Closed loop frequency sweeps were made with stimulus applied directly
to the servo amplifiers to identify the maximum structural response fre-
quency. The servos were then excited at the maximum response frequency with
"l -- -
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saturation level drive signals to verify that there was no sustained
oscillation when the excitation signal was removed. The test was repeated
with the computational gain doubled to verify adequate gain margin.
Results of the ground tests are discussed in Section 5.1 of this report.
3.3 FLIGHT TESTS
Flight testing was accomplished per an agreed test plan. The tests
were as follows.
(a) Inflight Functional Checkout
(b) Flutter Clearance Tests
(c) System Transfer Function Tests
(d) Maneuver Loads Tests
(e) Gust Loads Tests
During the course of testing, modifications, additions, and deletions
were incorporated as follows.
(a) During the Functional Checkout and Flutter Tests, the system
gains verified were normal gain and twice normal gain rather
than one-half normal gain and normal gain as originally planned.
The ACS was demonstrated to perform acceptably at twice
normal gain.
(b) A limited series of tests to evaluate the possible effect of
observed minor column motion on system transfer functions was
added for the baseline configuration. These tests consisted
of discrete sinusoidal inputs with the control wheel restrained
by the pilot, the control column restrained by the pilot, and
hands off. The test results showed no significant effect on
ACS performance and pilot comments were that the minor column
motion would not be noticed under non-test (i.e., operational)
conditions.
(c) Turbulence data for the flaps down baseline configuration was
deleted due to lack of turbulence of sufficient magnitude and
duration.
(d) A Collins breadboard digital computer was installed for the
latter part of the extended-span testing, including the cruise-
speed transfer function tests _nd all gust response tests.
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3.3.1 Flight Data Reduction Techniques
The number of recorded channels required for all phases of the test
program exceeded the capability of the FM system alone, and a mixture of
FM and PCM recorded data was used. Amplitude and phase critical parameters
for the transfer function tests were arranged to the extent possible on
adjacent channels on the FM system; non-phase critical but amplitude critical
parameters such as total and static pressures were recorded on PCM at 20
frames per second with 5 Hz pre-sample filters; and all parameters required
to derive gust velocity were recorded on PCM at a frame rate of 40 samples
per second with 25 Hz pre-sample filters.
The basic data reduction technique involved digitizing the airborne
tape FM data using a sample rate as required to effectively obtain the
goal of flat frequency response and phase lag of no greater than 5 degrees
up to l0 Hz. During this digitizing process a constant amplitude low pass
filter was applied to the raw FM data. The upper frequency cutoff of this "
filter was 0.25 times the selected sample rate. The digitized FM and PCM
data were combined on a single tape in the form of digital counts, and then
the appropriate calibrations were applied to provide an "engineering units"
tape for use by the analysis computer programs.
SECTION4
ANALYTICALMETHODS
4. i MANEUVER LOADS ANALYSIS
The analysis of the effects of the MLC system on maneuver loads for both the
baseline and extended span configurations used the existing L-1011 static aero-
elastic loads programs. These programs utilize analytical representations of
aerodynamics (Aerodynamic Influence Coefficients, AIC's ), stiffness (Structural
Influence Coefficients, SIC's), and mass characteristics to perform closed form solu-
tions to obtain the aeroelastic loads. The size of the grid systems to represent
these characteristics is indicated in Table h-i for both the baseline and extended
span configurations. The additional grid points in all cases are added to represent
the span extension.
The production programs utilize an extensive amount of supporting data such as
airplane geometry, aerodynamic data, stiffness data, weight data, and systems data.
These data have been added to and refined extensively from the first preliminary
analysis through flight and ground testing of the L-lOll.
An example of the extensive data base and how it was generated and refined as
the baseline L-1011 advanced through various stages of design is the aerodynamic
data used for structural design. Subsonic lifting surface theory was used during
preliminary design of the L-1011 to develop AIC's. These AIC's were adjusted to
reflect measured wind tunnel force and moment data as it became available. The wind
tunnel testing program spanned several years so the test results were updated peri-
odically and the AIC's were likewise updated. During the wind tunnel test program,
when the L-lOll configuration was fairly firm, high and low speed wind tunnel pres-
sure models were defined. The purpose of these models was to obtain detail aero-
dynamic pressure distributions for determining airload distributions for structural
design. The pressure data is used directly to account for the airloads associated
with a rigid airplane while the AIC's are still used to determine the incremental
4-1
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TABLE 4-1. MATH MODEL FOR MANEUVER LOADS ANALYSIS
Item
AIC
SIC
Mass
Net Aeroelastic Loads
Analytical Representation
(grid points per side)
Baseline
C on figurat ion
152
156
251
251
Extended Span
Con fi gur ation
161
163
261
261
airloads due to flexibility, control surface deflections and aerodynamic derivatives
not measured in the tunnel. The pressure data was helpful in adjusting the AIC's in
conjunction with the measured force data, since it provided more information on the
distribution between airplane components. In some cases the "alpha=delta" matrix
associated with control surfaces was modified to reflect the pressure data rather
than the AIC itself. The extensive nature of the pressure data for the L-1011 is
indicated by the fact that over 2000 wind tunnel hours were accumulated, which pro-
duced an estimated nine million pressure coefficients. A more detailed description
of the loads programs and the data base for the L-1011 is given in Reference 9.
4.2 VGA AND GLP PROGRAMS -- GUST LOADS
Two dynamic gust loads analysis computer program systems were used in the
NASA-Lockheed active controls program. Both program systems compute the dynamic
response of the airplane to random vertical gust velocities on a power spectral
density basis. Both also have options for computing the response to steady sinu-
soidal oscillations of the control surfaces. These two systems are similar in
their mathematical modeling of the airplane but differ somewhat in their computa-
tional details. Results given by the two systems have been found to agree
satisfactorily.
The older program system is called the VGA ("vertical gust analysis") system.
It was developed initially in connection with the start of loads work on the L-1011
in 1967, and it has been used extensively and updated continuously since that time.
This system consists of two programs used in sequence. The first is a data
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preparation program, which makesvarious grid system transformation and other
adjustments to the input data, and computesthe free-vibration modesto be used as
generalized coordinates. The second is the VGAprogram proper, which solves the
equations of motion to give frequency response functions and from these computes
power spectral densities and other pertinent response information. The VGAsystem
was used in Task 1 of the NASA/Lockheedactive controls program in the comparison
Of flight-measured with theoretical loads and accelerations due to oscillating
control surfaces, Section 5.6. It was also used in the earlier Lockheed-funded pro-
gram in which the active control system was synthesized, to predict the effect of
the active controls on gust loads and accelerations.
The second program system, designated the GLP("gust loads program") series,
has been developed comparatively recently, with the intent that it would eventually
supersede the VGAsystem. It is a modular system consisting of programs GLP-1,
GLP-3, GLP-4, and GLP-6. GLP-1is comparableto the data preparation program in the
VGAsystem. GLP-3computes, at a limited numberof frequencies distributed over the
frequency range of interest, the various coefficients appearing in the modalized
equations of motion. It also computes at these samefrequencies!the coefficients
needed to determine the various specific responses such as local accelerations,
bending moments,etc. GLP-4then interpolates to the manymore individual forcing
frequencies, solves for the frequency-response functions, and processes these to
give the power spectral densities and other pertinent response information. GLP-6,
an alternate to GLP-4, was completed early in 1978. It accounts for the three-i
dimensional nature of the gust structure- most importantly, the spanwise variation
of the vertical gust velocity. The GLPseries differs from the VGAseries primarily
in its use of interpolated aerodynamic coefficients, in its use generally of some-
what larger order grid systems, in its muchgreater flexibility with respect to such
choices as the numberof generalized coordinates to be used and the response quan-
tities to be computed, and in its "3-D" gust analysis capability. In the present
NASA/Lockheedprogram, the GLPsystem was used in both Task 1 and Task 3 to compare
the reductions in gust loads and accelerations due to active controls as predicted
theoretically with reductions actually achieved in flight (Section 5.7). The Task 1
comparisons utilized the traditional "one dimensional" treatment of the gust struc-
ture (GLP-4); in Task 3, comparisons were madeon both I-D and 3-D bases, using
GLP-6. The GLPseries was also used in the Task 3 comparison of flight measured
with theoretical loads and accelerations due to oscillating control surfaces.
In gust loads analyses using either program system:
• Airplane massdata is provided to the programs in panel weight form on a
"basic loads" grid consisting of 251 (261) points per half-airplane.
(Values in parenthesis are for the extended-span configuration. )
Elasticity data is defined in the form of structural deflection influence
coefficient data ("SIC's") on a grid consisting of 333 (380) coordinates per
half-airplane. (This grid is actually somewhatcoarser than the basic loads
grid, inasmuch as the 333 coordinates must provide separately for x, y, and
rotational motions, as well as z motions, at manyof the locations. )
• Aerodynamic data is defined in the form of aerodynamic influence coefficients
("AIC's"). These are determined by meansof unsteady lifting surface theory
using the kernel function approach. (The AIC's, accordingly, are functions
of frequency. ) However, adjustments are madeto both lift and downwashsuch
as to match wind tunnel force and pressure measurementsat zero frequency.
The kernel function solutions utilize an 81 (90)-point control grid for the
wing and a 49-point control grid for the horizontal tail (per half airplane).
Except in the 3-D gust analyses using GLP-6, the vertical gust velocity is
assumednot to vary spanwise. Full account is taken, however, of the gradual
penetration of the airplane into the gust in the direction of flight.
The active control system characteristics are represented by meansof control
system transfer functions, which relate control surface positions to acceler-
ations or rates sensed at particular locations in the airplane. Each trans-
fer function is introduced in the form of a fraction consisting of a series
of factors in both numerator and denominator, each factor of the form(1 + as) or (1 + as + bs2), where s is the Laplace transform variable. This
transfer function represents not only the control system computer, or "black
box," but also the frequency-response characteristics of the sensors and of
the control system servos. Provision is made for a separate transfer func-
tion for each combination of sensor and control surface.
The equations of motion are formulated in terms of 22 generalized coordinates,
consisting of the rigid-airplane plunge and pitch modes(in a moving-axis
system) and the first twenty symmetric free vibration elastic modes. The
20 elastic modescover a range of natural frequencies from about 1.3 to
16 Hz, varying somewhatwith airplane weight. This range is considerably
greater than the 0 to 7.5 Hz range (0 to 3.75 Hz for the flaps-extended
gust flight tests) over which the equations of motion are solved to give
transfer functions; the higher modesare needed to adequately account for
the static aeroelastic effects, which can be significant in the vicinity of
the short-period frequency (about 0.3 Hz). In the 3-D analysis, antisym-
metric as well as symmetric modesare included. These consist of the rigid-
airplane modesof lateral translation, yaw, and roll and the first 20 free
vibration modes.
• In determining the response to an oscillating control surface, Section 5.6,
the equations of motion are solved to give frequency-response functions
relating the various responses as outputs to the surface motions as inputs.
These constitute the desired results.
In determining the response to randomturbulence, Section 5.7, the equations
of motion are solved to give frequency-response functions relating the var-
ious responses to the vertical gust velocity as the input. In the baseline
tests in order to facilitate the machine plotting of the comparisons of
theoretical with flight test data, these computations were madeat frequen-
cies chosen to coincide vith those of the test data; accordingly, 192 fre-
quencies were used, uniformly spacedat 0,0390625 Hz. In the extended span
tests, 115 frequencies were used, spaced at .04 and .i0 Hz. The square of
the modulus of each frequency-response function is then multiplied by the
gust input psd (power spectral density) to give the response psd, which is
then integrated to give the corresponding A and No values. The Von Karman
gust velocity psd is used, with a scale of turbulence, L, of 762 meters
(2500 ft). A is the ratio of rms (root-mean-square) response to rms gust
velocity, given by the square root of the area under the response psd curve
(the rms gust velocity being unity); No is the characteristic frequency of
the response, given by the radius of gyration of the response psd about
zero frequency. (No is used in routine loads determinations to calculate
frequency of load exceedance). These computations are performed as part
of the VGA,GLP-4and GLP-6programs.
• The standard output of the VGAprogram includes frequency response functions,
power spectral densities, and _'s and No's, of
o 125 shears, bending moments,torsions and accelerations distributed over
the half airplane.
o The 22 generalized coordinates used in the analysis.
o Separately, the airloads, inertia loads, and net loads acting on the
wing-mounted and fuselage engines.
o Deflections and deflection rates of the three primary control surfaces
i.e., the outboard aileron, the inboard aileron, and the horizontal
stabilizer
The GLPseries is flexible as to responses computed; in its use in the present
study, the computedresponses are generally confined to the particular responses
included in the gust flight test data processing.
4.3 GFAM ACT SYNTHESIS/ANALYSIS PROGRAMS - FLUTTER !
4.3. i Introduction
Two aeroelastic analytical models are currently in use for the L-lOll, one
meeting the requirements for flutter analyses and the other the requirements for
dynamic loads analyses. When the L-1011-CCV research study was initiated, the loads
aeroelastic model was initially the basis for the L-1011 active control (ACT)
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synthesis. It was recognized, however, that the loads model did not provide
adequate representation of the higher order flutter sensitive modes. In view of
this, active control synthesis tools using the flutter aeroelastic model definition
were implemented in an interactive graphics system known as GFAM(Graphics Flutter
Analysis Methods). Consequently, the flutter model for active control synthesis is
also known as the GFAMmodel.
The ACTsynthesis method (the method of constraints ) available on GFAMwas
designed to satisfy requirements for gust loads as well as flutter. Maneuverloads,
handling qualities requirements, ride quality, etc. maybe integrated into the
synthesis procedure.
4.3.2 GFAM
An interactive computer graphics system, Graphics Flutter Analysis Methods
(GFAM),was developed by Lockheed-California Companyto complementits general
batch-process Flutter And Matrix Algebra System (FAMAS)and other computer pro-
grams in performing complex numerical calculations, using a fully integrated
data managementsystem. GFAMhas manyof the matrix operation capabilities
found in FAMAS,but on a smaller scale, and is utilized when the analysis re-
quires a high degree of interaction between the engineer and computer, and
schedule constraints exclude the use of batch entry programs.
GFAM,using a matrix data base generated for batch flutter analysis in the
FAMASsystem, performs interactive flutter analysis, structural optimization to
satisfy flutter requirements, control synthesis for CCV(Control Configured Vehicle)
applications, dynamic gust loads, airplane response, decompression (vent) analysis,
general matrix algebra operations, and the matching of structural dynamics analysis
to ground vibration test data. GFAMsupports test data correlation, flutter methods
development, and quick analysis of a design for flutter and structural dynamic char-
acteristics during preliminary and point design phases.
GFAMtechnology modulesperform interactive calculations in a specialized format
directed by the form of the equations requiring solution. Eachprogram has its own
display but all share in a commondata base.
Of particular interest here are the GFAMmodules used in ACTsynthesis activity.
GFAM'sFLUTTERFEEDmodule performs standard flutter analysis and generates gain and
LR 29003-1
phase data for flutter constraints required in the method of constraint synthesis
process. GFAM'sGUSTFEEDmoduleperforms standard dynamic gust loads analysis and
generates gain and phase data for gust loads requirements. GFAM'sBODEtakes the
gain and phase data from FLUTTERFEEDand GUSTFEEDand other gain and phase con-
straint data from handling qualities, etc. and solves for the transfer function that
best fits the gain and phase constraint data.
Typical gain and phase constraint boundaries for the active control function
required to satisfy loads and flutter constraints are illustrated in Figure 4-1.
The curve fit technique currently employedin BODEis based on least square fit to
the gain and phase of the active constraint data. This method was primarily used
during the initial ACTdevelopment stage and found to produce transfer functions of
more complex form than was desirable.
Satisfying all gain/phase constraints by the least square method invariably
results in a transfer function having higher order polynomials which usually have
poles in the right hand plane, Realistic mechanization and reliability considera-
tions require a more simple transfer function which is a compromisein satisfying
Lthe imposed constraints of the active control system. An updated version of
FLUTBODEwill permit inequality constraints to be imposed on the transfer function
coefficients during the curve fitting process. This will give the engineer greater
control over the final form of the transfer function.
The flutter and gust modules are sized to accept 50 generalized (modalized)
coordinates and 24 control transfer function matrices.
4.3.3 ACT Synthesis - Method of Constraints
The methodology for active control synthesis is based on a concept in which the
active control system is designed to specified active constraints. These constraints
include requirements for flutter, gust, and handling qualities. The method, which is
an outgrowth of work on structural resizing for flutter (Reference i0), makes exten-
sive use of solving two equations for two unknowns in the flutter determinant and in
the response equations.
The design-to-constraints general procedure includes many of the standard steps
required in any synthesis procedure. The basic flow of the method is illustrated
in Figure 4-2. First, for flutter and gust, the reference configuration must be
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analyzed and design deficiencies determined for flutter and gust. Then, goals for
flutter and loads relief must be established and the analysis criteria derived from
the goals. The next step is a sensitivity study to establish an optimum combination
of control surfaces and sensors. With the completion of the sensitivity study, the
closed loop constraint gain and phase data for each of the flutter and loads defi-
ciencies are then computed.
From the gain and phase constraint data, the data that best satisfy the objec-
tives of the study are then compiled. The transfer function that most closely fits
! the constraint gain and phase data is derived with the additional consideration
of mechanization or hardware constraints. Finally, the closed loop analyses for
flutter and dynamic gust loads are performed to verify that the constraints made
active during the synthesis completely satisfy the objectives of the study• If at
this point the model is still deficient in flutter or loads some constraints made
inactive may have to be activated and the analysis repeated.
4.3.4 GFAM L-1011 ACT Synthesis/Flutter Model
The GFAM L-1011 ACT synthesis/flutter model is a 117 structural degrees of free-
dom simple beam element representation. The structural model has been correlated
with ground vibration and static deflection tests. The model uses unsteady kernel
function aerodynamics adjusted for wind tunnel (steady) data. A set of 9 x 9 collo-
cation points was used on the wing and horizontal tail and compensation for geared
elevator on the horizontal tail was provided. Elevator aerodynamic effectiveness
was also adjusted to reflect test data. The horizontal stabilizer control surface
was force actuated using a complete model of the actuator The inboard and out- i
• I
board ailerons were displacement actuated.
The generalized coordinates for the basic airplane included 3 airplane rigid-
body, one free pitch stabilizer, 35 full airplane vibration modes, 5 simply supported
stabilizer modes and 6 unit modes which are associated with the aileron and stabili-
zer actuator attachment points degrees of freedom. For the extended span configura-
tion, one full airplane vibration mode was deleted and a free pitch aileron and 4
simply supported aileron modes were added. The 6 unit modes were deleted by incor-
poration into the stabilizer and aileron modes. The aerodynamics were computed for
23 reduced frequencies and were interpolated for other reduced frequencies required
for either flutter or gust analysis within the respective programs in GFAM. Twenty-
five load quantities and 15 accelerations were computed during the ACT synthesis effort.
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4.4 STATE SPACE/OPTIMAL CONTROL TECHNIQUES
State space techniques were used (i) to represent the elastic airplane in linear
and non-linear simulation in the time plane, and (2) for control law derivations using
optimal control techniques.
Control law studies based on the state-space optimization procedure originally
utilized an algorithm based upon Potter's method to yield directly a full-state
matrix solution for the optimal feedback gains. The performance index is of the
quadratic form
u' Ru dt
k k k
0
Each of the terms i through n represents a group of variables to be minimized,
such as a gust loads group, a maneuver loads group, a handling qualities group, etc.
Within each group, the h's represent sets of equations defining variables to be
minimized in accordance with the specified criteria. Each set is of the form
f
h = ajx + B.x + Cju.
--j j--
where x is the vector of state variables and u is the vector of control variables in
the system state space equation
= Fx+Gu.
Qj is a diagonal weighting matrix which determines the relative importance of each of
the variables in h.. Adjustments of the weighting matrices are facilitated by man-
--j
in-the-loop evaluations made possible by a computer graphics terminal which permits
the engineer's Judicious placement of closed loop poles and his balancing of trade-
offs among the various criteria (Reference ll).
Application of this optimization technique to a highly sophisticated mathemati-
cal model of the type used in loads and flutter analyses, requires that the model be
converted to the state-space form (time domain) and that its complexity (matrix rank)
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be reduced. An appropriately reduced modelwill describe the rigid-body dynamics
and only that part of the structural dynamics necessary for the particular purpose
at hand. An optimal control law is based upon tradeoffs amongthe various criteria
and their relationships with the dynamic characteristics defined by the simplest
appropriate model.
A 40 x 40 state space model of the baseline airplane was obtained from the
sophisticated loads analysis model by modal truncation. It was represented in an
inertial coordinate system. The representation of the unsteady aerodynamics in the
time domainwas based upon least square fits of kernel function aerodynamics at
selected frequencies. The model included three controllers (inboard aileron, out-
board aileron, and horizontal stabilizer), two rigid body modes (pitch and plunge),
six structural modes, free stabilizer pitch, aileron actuator dynamics, and Dryden
gust input. The free stabilizer pitch coordinate permitted special representation
of the horizontal stabilizer control system dynamics. The quadratic optimization
algorithm was successfully applied to this model to obtain a full-state optimal
(though impractical ) control law matrix of 120 feedback signals. Current indepen-
dently funded research is underway to solve the partial state feedback problem.
A 27 x 27 model contained all of the modesthat were in the 40 x 40 model,
except that extraneous poles which resulted from the unsteady aerodynamic approxi-
mations were eliminated by a method of spectral decomposition. It should be noted
that the "residue reflections" of the "unsteady aerodynamic poles" remained with the
other twenty seven poles. This and other reduced models were transformed into a
moving coordinate system.
A 12 x 12 reduced model obtained by still further spectral decomposition was
used to represent the airframe in conjunction with the "iron bird," employing the
real hardware (hydraulic servos and breadboard computer). This model had two rigid
modes (short period and phugoid), three structural modes, and the Dryden gust input.
A 4 x 4 reduced model was modified to a 7 x 7 model by the addition of three
unknowncontrol lags to be optimized for phase control. The resulting state-space
model contained the short period mode, the first wing bending mode, and three expon-
ential lag terms (two in the aileron channel and one in the horizontal stabilizer
channel). The quadratic optimization procedure yielded a full-state feedback matrix
(seven state variable signals commandingtwo controllers ), which was then mathe-
matically transformed into a system with only three input signals: wing tip
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acceleration, c.g. acceleration, and pitch rate. A Luenberger observor (Reference 12
was utilized in the transformation process to represent one of the state variables.
This is an example of a technique for using optimal control theory with limited num-
bers of sensors. The combination of sensors must be able to "observe" all of the
modestreated. A control system derived in this manner is "optimal" only for the
modesconsidered, and must still be verified by the more complete flutter and gust
loads programs.
The quadratic optimization procedure was also applied to rigid body models
which included downwashand gust penetration effects. These were useful for compar-
ing simplified results with those from the more sophisticated models.
Simulation for the extended-span configuration of Task 3 also started with a
40 x 40 model truncated from the larger gust loads model. The 40 x 40 was reduced
by spectral decomposition to an 18 x 18 and a 14 x 14 for non-linear controls studies
using CSMP (continuous system modeling program). The 14 x 14 was used for the VSS
simulation. These models contained one and three more structural modes than the
12 x 12 used for the baseline tests.
4.5 CONTROL LAW DERIVATION
The control laws derived for the flight testing were formulated to achieve the
system performance objectives previously identified in the Lockheed IRAD investiga-
tions. These objectives were l) aileron deflection of -8.67 ° per incremental load
factor for maneuver load control and 2) a reduction of approximately 25% of the wing
gust load increment at a midspan station. Although these objectives were originally
defined for an increased gross-takeoff-weight L-1011 derivative, it was expected
that the requirements for the extended span configuration would be quite similar.
In order to accomplish the objectives as defined, active controls functions of
maneuver load control (MLC) and elastic mode suppression (EMS) were implemented by
means of the outboard ailerons, and the function of gust load alleviation (GA later
GLA) was implemented utilizing the horizontal stabilizer. The initial effort to
synthesize the required control laws utilized a 40 x 40 state-space mathematical
model in a quadratic optimization procedure. Although the method in general exhibits
a great deal of potential, serious difficulties were encountered in the specific
application attempted: ill-conditioned matrices which had to be inverted, problems
with the state-space representation of unsteady aerodynamics, sensitivity of the
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results to the choice of merit function weighting factors and, most difficult of
resolution, the lack of a reliable methodof reducing the full-state feedback solu-
tion to a practicable configuration. Although most of these difficulties were
resolved in the IRADprogram and significant progress was madein resolving the
remaining ones, schedule constraints dictated the use of alternate procedures for
control law synthesis.
Onesuch procedure, the method of constraints, was developed as a modification
of an in-house procedure called Incremented Flutter Analysis (Reference 10) and
implemented as part of the GFAMsystem (Section 4.3). In this method, the control
system amplitude and phase characteristics are defined, at given flight conditions
and at specified frequencies, which are required to satisfy a given set of con-
straints. Oncethese desired gain and phase characteristics are established for the
design space of interest and the given control system characteristics identified, a
best-fit control law is derived which approximates the desired characteristics.
Unfortunately, a large numberof constraints maybe required in order to assure
adequate behavior over the design space of interest, frequently resulting in
overly-complex or ill-conditioned functions, In practice, it is also difficult to
define constraints over a sufficiently broad design space to assure acceptable
characteristics of the complete active control system, The gain and phase require-
ments generated by this method, however, provided a useful guide in the development
of the actual control laws.
The control laws, then, were developed from the data available as a result of
the application of these formalized methods, supplemented by engineering judgment.
It was recognized, for example,that the EMSfunction derived from wing-tip accelera-
tion must be compatible with the MLCfunction derived from body acceleration, in the
quasi-static region. Further, the phase and gain requirements of the MLCand EMS
functions were readily identified. Theseconsiderations led to the formulation of
a single, blended MLC/_NScontrol law wherein the total quasi-static gain remains
constant for a given airplane lift condition (high lift or clean), and the EMSgain
is modulated by varying the proportion of wing tip and body acceleration inputs.
The synthesis of the gust load alleviation (GLA) function was a more difficult
task, and the resultant control function produced only modest reductions in wing
loads. After a large numberof control functions was analyzed, with relatively
disappointing results, a control law was selected which was modeled on the control
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law used in the LockheedC-5 Active Lift Distribution Control System (ALDCS)program.
It should be noted, however, that the criteria applied to this function were quite
stringent: the reduction of wing loads was to be accomplished with no increase in
tail loads, and the gain of the GLA,which opposes the pilot's input if not compen-
sated, was restricted to an equivalent of approximately 25%of the test airplane
control capability. It is anticipated that the relaxation of one or both of these
constraints maybe required in order to achieve an acceptable GLAfunction on a pro-
duction airplane.
The evolution of the control laws through this test series and into the produc-
tion L-1011-500 with extended span and active load alleviation has resulted in a set
of MLC/EMSaileron control laws similar to those of Task 3.
The GLAfunction has been deleted from the production system,lhowever. Its use i
with the noted constraints and the existing stabilizer was not Justified in a
! cost/benefits tradeoff. A GLAfunction can easily be incorporated in conjunction
with the augmentedstability (AS) function when a new smaller tail phases into
product ion.
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SECTION5
RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
5.1 LABORATORY AND GROUND TEST RESULTS
The real output of a successful laboratory and ground test program is smoothly
functioning flight. In this respect the ground programs were eminently successful.
In detail, the VSS/VFS program developed a rapid pre-flight checkout tool, the
Ground Test/Failure Detection (GT/FD) kit; determined detailed characteristics of
the servos and computers and determined their compliance with the specified control
laws; tested the systems in simulated flight and verified the non-critical nature
of potential system failures. Examples of this work are given in this section.
5.1.1 Servo Characteristics
X-Y Plots, Hysteresis - Typical aileron displacements in response to simulated
MLC/EMS signals are shown in Figures 5-1 (a) and (b). Figure 5-1 (a) indicates the
specified slope of -8.7 deg/g over an authority range of +6.4 deg. Figure 5-1 (b)
shows the technique of examining for minimum increment control. The scales are
expanded i0- and 20 to i. Command increments of order .05V to .08V are required to
produce motions, and the motion increments are of order 0.2 deg. The hysteresis is
attributed primarily to the aileron position feedback loop. Given the aileron gain
of -8.7 deg/g, these results indicate little aileron response to steady acceleration
increments below 0.01 g. The dynamic effects are discussed in Section 5.1.2.
The stabilizer minimum increment control, Figure 5-2, appears to be about 0.004V
(0.002 deg) with a hysteresis of up to 0.015 deg. With the cruise gain of 0.i
deg/deg/sec, the stabilizer should respond to pitch rate changes as low as 0.02
deg/sec, corresponding to 0.01 g at M = 0.8.
Maximum Surface Rates - Figure 5-3 verifies the expected maximum aileron rates of
order 60 deg/sec, and Figure 5-4 shows the maximum stabilizer rate at just over
8 deg/sec, in the Task 3 tests. The same aileron rates were obtained in the base-
line Task i tests, but the stabilizer was originally limited to about 3.6 deg/sec
by series servo rate limitations, as discussed in Section 2.3.2.
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5.1.2 System Frequency Responses
A typical frequency response from simulated accelerometer output through the
MLC/EMS computer to the ailerons is shown in Figure 5-5. The compliance to the
specified control law is good. Note that the specified control law is based on the
accelerometer output, and differs from that given in Figure 2-11 by the I/(0.03S+I)
filter built into the accelerometer.
The stabilizer gain-phase relationships, Figure 5-6, also show good agreement
with the specified control law.
In the course of ground checkout in S/N i001, the specific characteristics of
the airplane servos were checked. These were the only items not transferred intact
from the laboratory. Frequency response tests were made holding the output ampli-
tude at _0.5 deg, +3 deg, and +6 deg. The response of the ailerons was degraded in
both amplitude and phase angle at the 0.5 deg drive amplitude. At 1.5Hz, for
example, the 0.5 deg results were down 1.2dB (15%) and had 20 deg more phase lag
than the 3-deg and 6-deg amplitude data. This result is reasonably consistent
with the laboratory finding of about 0.2 deg hysteresis in the aileron, Figure 5-1 (b).
This non-linear response is not significant operationally, as a dead band of +0.5
deg is introduced deliberately in the digital system to minimize wear.
5.1.3 Simulated Flight Conditions
Once the servos and computers were checked out in the VSS, the VFS airplane
simulation was coupled in to close the airplane response loop. A typical example of 1
simulated flight test is shown in Figures 5-7 and 5-8, showing ACS off and on, with
a step input into the aileron channel, for case LC-4 of the baseline tests. The
input excited wing bending primarily. Closing the loop resulted in significantly
improved damping of the wing bending with only small aileron motions, Figure 5-8.
An example of a simulated in-flight failure at cruise speed is given in
Figure 5-9. The channel A accelerometer signal was disconnected. The monitor
threshhold was 2 volts, corresponding to 1.4 deg symmetric aileron for cross-channel
monitoring and 2.1 deg for left vs. right series servo monitoring. Inasmuch as the
monitor will not be tripped unless the signal exceeds 2 volts, simulated air turbu-
lence at arms level of 3 m/s (i0 fps) was introduced. The monitor level was reached
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at about 4.5 seconds, when the fail switch tripped. All active systems went
passive; this would represent a second failure in an operational dual-dual active
control system. The failure is annunciated at the pilot station, and is only
noticeable in some increase in c.g. acceleration and a marked increase in wing-tip
motion. All other simulated operational-system second failures tested were similarly
mild.
5.2 GROUND VIBRATION TEST RESULTS
Frequency sweep surveys were made at various shaker locations between I and
30 Hertz. Figure 5-10 presents a typical response plot.
The amplitude and phase angle of each surveyed point was punched on IBM cards
and plotted by computer processes on a scaled isometric view of the airplane. The
computer program was written such that the data were normalized to a unit vector
at the point of maximum amplitude. A typical mode shape vector plot is presented
in Figure 5-11. Table 5-1 presents a summary of the modes recorded during the
July 1978 ground vibration test. Also included in the summary are the theoretical
modal frequencies and the frequencies from the L-I011-385-I FAA Certification Ground
Vibration Test performed in 1971. A typical direct comparison summary plot for one
mode is presented in Figure 5-12.
5.3 FLIGHT FLUTTER TEST RESULTS, EXTENDED SPAN
A flight flutter test program was conducted to verify the flutter integrity
of the L-I011-385-I with extended wing and aileron span, and active controls.
Prior to the actual flight test_ flutter analyses were conducted at and beyond the
flight conditions to be evaluated. A description of the theoretical analysis method
used is contained in Section 4.3 of this report.
As part of their basic function, the active controls effectively increased the
damping of the wing first vertical bending mode.
The second wing engine mode, which is the most likely to be sensitive to the
span extension and to the ACS, tends to couple with the wing first bending mode
as described in Reference 13. Under the test conditions ; i.e., with normal fuel
and at 6.7 Km (22,000 ft) and speeds up to 440 KEAS, no significant change in
modal stability was predicted analytically due to either the span extension or
the ACS.
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Figure 5-12. Comparison of Mode Shapes from L-lOll Ground
Vibration Tests and Theoretical Analysis
The flight flutter tests were performed to assess possible modal stability
changes with the addition of the extended wing tips, ailerons, and the active con-
trols with zero, nominal, and twice nominal gain. Control column pulses and/or tuned
quick stops using sinusoidal stabilizer or aileron input drives were performed at
each of the flight conditions. The structural responses of the wing tipe, engines,
stabilizers and aileron tips were monitored by telemetry to assess the stability of
potential flutter modes.
These modes showed no observable reductions in stability, within test scatter,
due to either the extended span or the active controls.
5.4 MANEUVER LOADS ALLEVIATION
5.4.1 Baseline Configuration
The objective of the baseline configuration maneuver load testing was to
determine the MLC system effectiveness in reducing the baseline S/N i001 wing loads
and to compare the measured and predicted results to verify analytical methodology.
Three nominal flight conditions were defined for the test and predictive analysis.
These flight conditions, LC-IM, LC-2M, and LC-TM, are defined in Table 5-2. The
predictive analysis was performed for the nominal test conditions as indicated in
Table 5-2. The analysis was performed prior to the test to provide an indication
I
of the magnitude of the load changes to be expected between system-on and system-off
tests.
l
i
Two types of maneuvers were planned for each flight condition, wind-up-turns
(WUT) and rapid "pull-and-hold" maneuvers. (The rapid "pull-and-hold" maneuvers
turned out to be more of a roller coaster (RC) maneuver than the rapid transient
FAR 25 design type maneuver.) The maneuvers were performed first with the MLC sys-
tem off and then repeated with the MID system on. A comparison of measured flight
conditions and the nominal conditions is shown in Table 5-2. Since the objective i
i
of the analysis was to determine the effectiveness of the MLC system to reduce loads
the analysis emphasized the change in load between system off and on and the slight
to moderate variations between the nominal and measured flight conditions were
deemed to be acceptable. This conclusion would not necessarily be valid when com-
paring the absolute value of the loads.
The measured stations analyzed are baseline wing semi-span stations, U = .20,
•31, .38, .52, .75 and .85. Figure 5-13 shows both the baseline and extended span
L-1011 wing geometry, load axis, and measured load station definitions.
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Figure 5-13. L-lOll Wing Geometry and Load Station Definition
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The test data analyzed consists of time histories of the maneuvers. The time
histories for each maneuvercontain basic air data (e.g., Machnumber, velocity,
altitude, indicated angle of attack, c.g. normal acceleration, etc.), control sur-
face positions, and load quantities. The time histories were examinedcarefully
and suitable points were selected for detail loads analysis. The primary concern
in selecting the points for analysis was to minimize the effect of extraneous
conditions during the maneuversuch as excessive speed variation, roll control
inputs, buffet, etc. The time histories for the two high speed conditions, LC-IM
and LC-7M, were relatively free of these extraneous conditions; however, the low
speed flaps extended condition, LC-2M, contained significant amounts of speed
variation and roll control inputs.
Extraneous conditions such as speed variations and roll inputs can be minimized
during l-g trimmed conditions so loads data was also obtained with the airplane in
the following conditions:
• Trimmed at one-g, zero symmetric aileron from rigged position
• Trimmedat one-g, plus and minus approximately 4 degrees of symmetric
aileron from rigged position
• Trimmedat one-g, plus and minus approximately 7 degrees of symmetric
aileron from rigged position
This trimmed data provided the best indication of the aileron effectiveness for
reducing loads.
Figure 5-14 shows comparisons of measuredand pre-flight predicted spanwise
distributions of shear, bending momentand torsion per unit aileron deflection for
flight condition LC-IM. The measureddata is for roller coaster, wind-up-turn, and
l-g trimmed flight and show considerable scatter about the predicted value; however,
certain factors should be kept in mind whenreviewing this comparison. Historically,
the order of reliability of load measurementinstrumentation has been bending moment,
shear, and then torsion. Bending momentis primarily a measurementof axial stress
in substantial tension and non-buckling compression members. Shear and torsion are
related measurementsof the strain in the front and rear beamwebs; shear represent-
ing the sumof the two shears, while torsion represents their difference. Examina-
tion of previous load measurementsfor the L-lOll showsthem to fit well into the
historical pattern of confidence. It is noted that the bending momentdata has i
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less scatter than the shear and torsion. Also, the bending momentdata showsthe
largest scatter for the inboard stations where the change in bending momentper
unit aileron deflection is small comparedwith the absolute value of the bending
ment. This is illustrated for LC-1Min Figure 5-15 where the ratio of the unit
+ M (l_g))is pre-aileron bending momentto the 1-g bending moment(i.e., Mx/6a x
sented. This ratio is equivalent to less than a 4 percent change in the 1-g load
inboard of 0.5 semi-span (actually less than 2 percent at the wing root). Since
the load measurementinstrumentation wasestablished to accommodatedesign loads
of approximately 2.5 times the 1-g loads, it is not unexpected to find consider-
able scatter whenmeasuring very small load increments.
The results of the baseline configuration tests and predictive analysis indi-
cated the maneuvering bending momentreductions predicted for the active control
system were being realized, the analytical methods and data base were entirely
adequate, and a sound base was available for proceeding to the extended span
configuration.
5.4.2 Extended Span Configuration
The extended span configuration wing geometry and load measurement stations
are shown in Figure 5-13. The load measurement stations are indicated for both
baseline and extended span configuration semi-span (W) stations. A new measurement
was added at extended span W = 0.84 to provide additional load information in the
tip region. This station was located as far outboard as possible with the limiting
consideration being the ability to apply adequate calibration loads outboard of the
station.
The test conditions for the extended span configuration are shown in Table 5-3.
This table shows both the nominal specified condition and the actual test points.
The maneuver conditions, M-I, M-2, and M-3, are essentially the same as the baseline
conditions LC-IM, LC-2M and LC-7M respectively. The wind up turns were eliminated
and only the roller-coaster maneuvers were performed since they had indicated less
scatter in the baseline measurements. Since the baseline l-g trimmed data provided
the best indication of aileron effectiveness, this type of testing was expanded as
indicated in Table 5-3. The initial test plan was to obtain data for conditions
M-3 a) through e). During the testing, condition M-3 c) (M = 0.85, V = 400 KEAS)
could not be maintained in level l-g flight and the measurements were obtained in
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shallow dives. Since this data might have considerable scatter, it was decided
during the test to add conditions M-3 f) and g) to provide three different velocity
points at M = 0.80 where l-g level flight could be maintained up to V = 400 KEAS.
The extended span maneuver loads data were analyzed in the same manner as the
baseline test, i.e., suitable points were carefully selected from time histories of
the maneuvers. The initial step in reducing the loads data, after the analysis
points were selected from the time histories, was to plot the measured loads, both
system on and system off, versus center of gravity load factor. These data (shear,
bending moment, and torsion at _ = O.71) for test conditions M-I and M-4 are shown
in Figures 5-16 and 5-17, respectively. A linear regression line is shown for both
the system on and off test data. It is noted that in general the trends with the
MLC system on and off, e.g., reduced shear and bending moment and more positive tor-
sion with MLC on, are as expected and that the quality of the test data is good.
The predicted 1.6g incremental loads from system off to system on are plotted on the
test results for comparison and indicate reasonable agreement.
The MLC function was checked by plotting the outboard aileron angle versus
load factor. Figure 5-18 presents these data for both the M-I and M-4 test condi-
tions. A linear regression line is shown for both conditions. The data indicate
the system was biased approximately i degree trailing-edge up during one g flight.
(This is also indicated by the load measurements presented in Figures 5-16 and 5-17
where the system off and on loads tend to intersect at a C.G. load factor less than
1.0.) The gains of 8.4 degree per g for M-I and 7.8 degree per g for M-4 agree
favorably with the specified gain of 7.8 degree per g. (The maneuver tests were
conducted with a gain of 0.9 times the nominal gain of 8.67 degrees per g.) The
effects of the bias and gain variation are accounted for in the analysis and do not
affect the conclusions concerning the effectiveness of the MLC system.
The loads data from the one g trimmed flight conditions, M-3, were analyzed to
determine spanwise distributions of shear, bending moment, and torsion for a unit
aileron. This unit data approach minimizes the effects of variation between the
nominal predicted point and the flight test point, see Table 5-3, by eliminating the
absolute values of the load quantities. The unit bending moment distributions for
3 velocities at M = 0.80 and M = 0.85 are shown in Figures 5-19 and 5-20, respec-
tively. The M = 0.80 data in Figure 5-19 show very little scatter while the M = 0.85
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Figure 5-20. Comparison of Measured to Predicted Unit Incrementali
Wing Bending Moments M = 0.85 !I
data at V = 400 KEAS show considerable scatter as was expected when the test point
could not be maintained in level flight. The two lower velocity curves (V = 360 KEAS
and V = 320 KEAS) show little scatter. The unit spanwise bending moment data in
Figure 5-19 and 5-20 indicate that the extended outboard aileron remains effective
at all velocities and confirms the predictions, although the measured effectiveness
is even greater than predicted. The tendency for the outer wing moments to increase
as the inner wing moments decrease, with increasing velocity_ is confirmed.
The analysis and flight test data generated for the extended span configuration
substantiate the effectiveness and feasibility of utilizing a MLC system to allevi-
ate the loads induced by the 4.5 foot wing tip extension. In addition_ the current
L-lOll static aeroelastic loads programs adequately predict the loading effects of
the system.
5.5 MOTION TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
Motion transfer function flight tests were conducted for conditions listed in
Table 5-4. Transfer function test frequencies were specified to define short period
mode, first wing bending mode, wing engine first and second modes and limited first
fuselage bending and first stabilizer bending responses. There were six open loop
flight tests (LC-I through LC-6) and two closed loop flight tests (LC-I and LC-2)
for the baseline airplane (Task I) and two open and closed loop flight tests (LC-II
and LC-12) for the extended span airplane (Task 3). Task 3 tests had large varia-
tions in gross weight between aileron and stabilizer excitation for the given flight
condition (LC-II or LC-12). However, the fuel in the outboard wing fuel tanks was
fixed for both excitation tests, i
Motion transfer function analyses were performed for all eight flight test con-
ditions. The GFAM models and methods described in section 4.3 were used in the cor-
relation of flight data with analysis. Model adjustments were made to fuel, payload
and flight parameters (Mach, altitude) which were realized in the test flights.
The GFAM model correlations are examined critically in this section because the
GFAMmodel was an important tool in determining the frequency-dependent portion of
the control laws. j
5.5.1 Open Loop Correlation
i
Open loop transfer function flight tests were conducted by commanding separately!
a symmetric sinusoidal oscillation of the outboard ailerons and a sinusoidal
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oscillation of the horizontal stabilizer. For purposes of discussion, these tests
will be referred to as aileron excitation and stabilizer excitation. The motions
to be reviewed in this section are the wing tip acceleration, the wing engine accel-
erations, and CG acceleration. There are three types of figures which are used in
comparing flight measured responses to theoretical responses. The first plot is the
standard transfer function format giving amplitude ratio (modulus) versus frequency
and phase versus frequency for a given flight condition. The second is a cross plot
showing magnitudes of particular response peaks versus equivalent air speed. This
type of plot is provided in order to show the variation of the response with flight
conditions. As in the transfer function plot, it will contain both analysis and
flight test data. The third type of plot shows analysis to test ratios and com-
parative phases. In this plot, the data can be easily assessed as to how closely
the model correlates with the flight test. It should be noted, however, that the
normalized plots weight the low amplitude responses on the same level as the more
significant responses. The phases were compared with the peak amplitude response for
both the analysis and the flight test. This compensated for shifts in frequency that
may exist between the flight test and the theoretical analysis. Flight test data and
analysis of the extended span airplane are included along with the baseline results.
Each extended span analysis and data point is enclosed by a circle to distinguish the
configuration.
Wing Tip Accelerations
Wing tip response in the first wing bending mode (1.6 to 1.9 Hz) is of particular
interest here. Figure 5-21 to Figure 5-26 present comparisons of modulus and phase
of the transfer function for the wing tip accelerometer between analysis and test
for stabilizer and aileron excitation. The overall quality of the test and analysis
correlation is excellent. An outstanding feature of the data is the excellent phase
correlation across a broad frequency spectrum including the short period mode
(-0.14 - 0.3 Hz) the first wing bending mode (-1.6 Hz), the first engine mode
(~2.3 Hz), second engine mode (_2.7 Hz), the first fuselage bending mode (N3.5 Hz)
and finally the first stabilizer bending and wing second bending modes (4 - 6 Hz).
The response peak of the wing tip acceleration in the first wing bending mode is
shown on Figure 5-27 for stabilizer and aileron excitation. The response peak
data for the aileron excitation shows good correlation between tests and analysis.
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For the baseline, both the tests and analysis indicated a roll off of the response
peak with higher dynamic pressure (q). For the extended wing airplane, the
effectiveness of aileron inputs on wing tip accelerations increased over the base-
line, as expected. However, the test data point for LC-II shows peak responses 1.4
times greater than analysis. The wing tip response due to stabilizer correlates
well at low q's but shows significant differences at the higher q's. The data
scatter as shownin this figure for stabilizer excitation at the higher q becomes
well-behaved in the sameregion in Figure 5-28 where the analysis peaks are normal-
ized to test values. The analysis, however, is predicting 16 percent less response
than was seen in flight. The data would indicate that the stabilizer aerodynamic
loading in the analysis is not adequately represented in the range of q's that the
test data covered. A possible explanation maybe in the elevator aerodynamic
effectiveness which was held constant in the analysis for low q and high trim
angles as well as for high q and low trim angles of the horizontal stabilizer. The
response due to aileron excitation was over-predicted by analysis as comparedto
flight tests at low q in the baseline. High q flight data had good correlation with
analysis. The aileron excitation data for the extended span shows a parallel shift
from the baseline data, again indicating higher-than-expected aileron effectiveness
at all speeds. Someof this effect was found in the maneuver loads correlations,
Section 5.4. The more pronounced test/analysis difference with the GFAMmodel is
probably due to predicted aileron windup associated with use of a single aileron
actuator at the most inboard hinge, whereas the airplane (and the maneuver loads
model) has actuators at both inboard hinges.
Phase angle correlation between flight test data and analysis was madeon the
first wing bending mode. All points were within five degrees of the flight test
points, and often much less as shownin Figure 5-28. Phase readouts were madeat the
response peak amplitude for both the analysis and the flight test data.
Wing Engine Accelerations
Wing engine dynamic characteristics are important to flutter and dynamic
loads analyses. Normal accelerometers were installed on wing engines number
one and number three while longitudinal and lateral accelerometers were
available on engine number one. The wing engine motions in flight were
generally asymmetric for baseline tests and symmetric for extended wing tip
tests. This made lateral acceleration data difficult to interpret for the
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baseline tests. The severe engine environment may have been responsible for
the normal accelerometer being inoperative during portions of the flight test
program. The engine normal accelerometers were relocated on the engine fan
ring aft of the baseline location (_25 inches). The wing engine normal
acceleration flight data for the extended span configuration was generally
symmetric and consistent. Figures 5-29 to 5-32 show representative engine
normal responses due to stabilizer excitation. The analysis shows for the
baseline case good phase and fair amplitude ratio correlation up through the
second engine mode (2.7 Hz). Figure 5-29, however, shows poor amplitude and
phase correlation between flight data and analysis for the fuselage first
bending mode (3.5 Hz). The extended span analysis, Figure 5-30, shows poor
amplitude ratio correlation especially for the second engine mode. The normal-
ized data in Figure 5-32 show fair amplitude correlation for the second engine
mode for the baseline and poor correlation for the extended wing tip. The
first engine mode analysis to test correlation is marginal The phase data
show good correlation for both modes.
C.G. Accelerations
The response of the airplane center-of-gravity or some other represen-
tative fuselage location is important to active control systems because it
is a primary input signal for the MLC function and influences the signal
conditioning for the EMS function.
Figures 5-33 to 5-36 show representative responses of the C.G. accel-
erometer for stabilizer and aileron excitation. The quality of the cor-
relation between analysis and test over the frequency spectrum is good.
The response peak amplitude plots and normalized correlation plots for
the wing first bending mode are shown in Figure 5-37.
Overall, the correlation was good in amplitude and excellent in phase.
The C.G. response due to stabilizer excitation at the first wing bending
mode, as shown in Figure 5-37, is excellent. The correlation for aileron
excitation is good considering the low levels of the response.
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5.5.2 Closed Loop Correlations
The closed loop tests were conducted concurrently with the open loop
tests by closing the ACS loop immediately after the open loop data were
recorded. The oscillator amplitude and the frequency input to the control
surface series servo were held constant during open and closed loop response
tests. The open loop data plotted along with closed loop data permit eval-
uation of the effect of ACS on the various response parameters.
In order to facilitate engineering interpretation of the results of
closed loop correlation studies, response data for both test and analysis
were normalized to a command surface angle to replace oscillator command
voltage. The command surface angle is simply the conversion of oscillator
voltage into an equivalent surface angle.
The closed loop correlation between analysis and test is presented for
wing tip accelerations in the form of transfer function plots (Figures 5-38
to 5-41). The data include aileron and stabilizer excitation for LC-1
(high q) for baseline configuration and aileron excitation for extended
span LC-11 and LC-12. For reference the plots include open loop analysis
and test results. The aileron excitation test data show ACS effectiveness
in reducing wing tip response within the 1-2 Hz frequency band. The _est
responses closely follow the analysis results for open and closed loop cases.
The stabilizer excitation data for the baseline, however, show the closed
loop response data to be more attenuated below the first wing bending fre-
quency than above the first wing bending frequency. The analysis response
data gives the type of wing tip response reduction that was shown in the
aileron excitation condition.
A possible explanation for the difference between closed-loop test and
analysis for stabilizer excitation may be in the area of the transfer
function for the aileron series and power servo for the low wing amplitudes
produced by the stabilizer excitation. A servo lag of 30-40 degrees from
the nominal, associated with the low amplitude, may be responsible for this
result. For this reason, extended span closed loop stabilizer excitation
data were not processed.
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Figure 5-42 shows the closed loop peak amplitude response for the first
wing bending normalized by the open loop peak amplitude response. Test
ratios were plotted against analysis ratios. The measure of correlation is
the distance from the 45 degree line. Overall, the correlation is acceptable.
All of the data points lie within +20% of exact correlation values
D
relative to test.
5.5.3 Conclusions, GFAM Model
The GFAM model for the conditions analyzed provided excellent correlation
for the baseline airplane and good correlation for the extended span con-
figuration with transfer function flight test data for both aileron and
stabilizer excitation conditions for frequencies up through first wing bending
(-1.9 Hz). Amplitude ratio correlations for the first and second engine
modes were marginal.
Overall, the GFAMmodel demonstrated good correlation with flight data
for frequencies including fuselage first bending, wing second bending and
stabilizer first bending for both baseline and extended span configurations.
Amplitude ratio correlations for center of gravity accelerations were
good for first wing bending mode. The closed loop correlation was limited
to wing tip accelerations and found to be fair to good.
Based on these results, the GFAMmodel is fully qualified for active
control synthesis work associated with MLC, EMS, and GA functions. Although
not part of the current charter, the model is also fully qualified to
synthesize ride quality functions.
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5.6 LOADS TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
5.6.1 Baseline Test Results
The baseline testing consisted of five flight conditions, summarized in
Table 5-5, in which loads transfer functions were obtained separately for
symmetrically oscillating ailerons and for oscillating horizontal tail.
The VGA program, Section 4.2, was used in developing the baseline comparisons.
Figures 5-43 and 5-44 present representative data. They show comparisons
of wing root (7 = .20) bending moment per degree aileron and per degree
stabilizer for the LC-IX (cruise) condition. Both figures show close agree-
ment between test and analysis data at 0.3 Hz, the vicinity of the airplane
short period mode. The response to aileron input, Figure 5-43, at the first
wing bending frequency of approximately 1.6 Hz, agrees very well in magnitude,
with the analysis frequency low by about 10%.
The wing root bending response to stabilizer input, Figure 5-44, shows
the measured data at 1.6 Hz exceeding the theoretical, and the frequency as
measured again about 10% higher than the theoretical prediction. The second
evident elastic mode peak at about 2.7 Hz, reflecting the second wing engine
mode, shows relatively good agreement in load level and frequency.
5.6.2 Extended-Span Loads Transfer Functions
The Task 3 loads transfer function comparisons were developed through the
use of the GLP series of gust analysis programs. As noted in Section 4.2, the
VGA and GLP series provide essentially the same results with respect to turbu-
lence response (one-dimensional) and with respect to the theoretical loads
induced by oscillating control surfaces. The GLP system was used in the I
Task 3 transfer function comparisons to be compatible with the turbulence
flight testing analysis, reported in Section 5.7.
Three flight conditions were utilized in the Task 3 testing, described in
Table 5-6.
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i TABLE 5-6. FLIGHT CONDITIONS FOR LOADS TRANSFER FUNCTION COMPARISON -
EXTENDED SPAN
CONDITION
PARAMETER
Mass, kg
(lb.)
e.g. %MAC
Fuel, kg
(lb.)
h, km
(i000 ft. )
Mach. No.
VKEAS
141,500
(312,000)
17.7
20,160
(43,200)
4.6
(15)
•32
158
158,300
(349,000)
27.9
40,690
(87,200)
6.6
(22)
,71
315
2A
169,800
(374,400)
31.9
57,530
(123,300)
6.6
(22)
.66
305
Fourteen figures are included herein to illustrate the comparison of
theoretical and test results. Figures 5-45 to 5-51 reflect the low-speed,
flaps-extended results for the symmetrically oscillating aileron. Good agree-
ment is indicated at all locations in modulus and phase.
The peaks in the response, most noticeable in Figure 5-45 are identified
with airplane response modes as per the following summary.
Frequency Mode
.15 Airplane short period
1.25 - 1.3 Wing first bending
2.4, 2.7 Wing engine modes
3,3 Fuselage first bending
4.2 - 4.5 Wing second bending or horizontal tail bending.*
Figures 5-52 and 5-53 present wing loads (shear and bending moment) at
q = .71, low speed, flaps extended, due to stabilizer oscillations. The
*Three structural modes exist in this frequency range. The character of the
modes is similar, differing only in the amounts of wing and tail motions.
Aerodynamic effects also alter the character of the modes, preventing
precise identification.
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agreement in test and theory is seen to be very good for frequencies up to
about 3 Hz. Above 3 Hz the theory tends to overpredict the airplane response.
This result is typical of the stabilizer-oscillation results.
Figure 5-54 shows a cruise speed, aileron oscillation test-to-theory
comparison. The theoretical frequency (1.4 Hz) is somewhat less than the
measured value (1.5 Hz) but the magnitude of the modulus agrees quite well.
The theory overpredicts the test results over the frequency range from about
2 Hz to 4.4 Hz, and identifies peak modal responses much more clearly than
does the test data.
Figures 5-55 to 5-58 present typical data for the cruise speed stabilizer
oscillation tests, comparing wing loads due to stabilizer oscillation. The
loads at very low frequency (.10 - .15 Hz) agree very well in modulus and
fairly well in phase. The first wing bending mode peaks at 1.5 Hz are some-
what higher than predicted.
The baseline and extended-span root bending moments are summarized in
Figures 5-59 to 5-61, giving the magnitudes of the low-frequency and wing-
bending frequency responses per degree aileron and per degree stabilizer.
Responses at these frequencies are the primary determinants of the loads
encountered in turbulence.
It may be seen from these figures that the baseline and extended-span
test/analysis agreement is generally reasonable. It is concluded that gust
loads predictions using the GLP program should give reasonable agreement with
the test results.
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Figure 5-61. Stabilizer Bending Moment per Degree Stabilizer
Vs. Equivalent Airspeed, _ = 0.29
O5.7 GUST LOADS
Gust loads flight tests were conducted in order to confirm that the active
control system can produce the load reductions predicted by analysis.
The tests involved flying in continuous turbulence and measuring simultaneously
the gust velocity and some 30 or more airplane responses - shears, bending moments,
torsions, accelerations, etc. The data were processed on a power spectral basis.
5.7.1 Turbulence Samples and Flight Conditions
The tests were conducted for basically two flight conditions. The first was
representative of cruise flight and consequently of conditions critical for limit
design gust loads. The second was a flaps-extended condition representative of
takeoff or landing approach. Such a condition is important for structural fatigue.
For an airplane such as the L-1011, most of the fatigue damage is produced by the
ground-air-ground cycle; the controlling flight loading occurs at low speed with
flaps extended, because of the higher one-g level-flight loads.
The baseline tests were conducted on Aug. ii, 1977, in thunderstorm turbulence
over Texas. Data were obtained only for the cruise condition.
Extended span tests were conducted first on October 14, 1978, in the lee of
the Sierra crest in California, and on December 14 and 16, 1978, near mountain
ridges in the Montana-Wyoming area. The October 14 tests involved only the cruise
condition; inasmuch as the turbulence intensities were somewhat less than desired,
no particular effort was made to secure stabilized flight conditions or to secure
flaps-extended data. The turbulence for the December 14-16 tests was considerably
more severe; cruise condition tests were conducted on December 14, and flaps-
extended tests on December 16.
The particular turbulence samples for which data were processed are identified
in Table 5-7, with pertinent flight condition data included. Each sample is iden-
tified by a burst number for later reference.* Also included in Table 5-7 are
averages of pertinent bursts, weighted according to length of burst. A comparable
but more extensive program of measuring loads in turbulence on the same L-1011 air- _"
plane was conducted by Lockheed in 1971. Burst 12el from that program is also
included in Table 5-7 for reference.
*In earlier reporting, Burst 2a in the table was designated Burst ic.
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TABLE 5-7. TURBULENCE SAMPLES AND FLIGHT CONDITIONS
\
1 2
Wing
Span Burst
Basic la Off 1526:30 76.3
Basic ib Off 1548:57 153.6
Basic 1 aver. Off 230.4
Basic 2a (ic) On 1533:28 102.4
Basic 12el Off 290
Ext'd 3a Off 1538:52 51.2
Ext'd 3d Off 1542:40 25.6
Ext'd 3 aver. Off 76.8
Ext'd 4c On 1559:58 51.2 2
Ext'd 4g On 1606:38 102.4 4
Fxt'd 4 aver. On 153.6 6
Ext'd 5b Off 1630:28 76.8 3
Ext'd 5c Off 1632:22 102.4 4
Ext'd 5 aver. Off 179.2 7
Ext'd 6a On 1616:00 179.2 7
Ext'd 6b On 1621:hI 51.2 2
Ext'd 6 aver. On 230.4
Ext'd 9a Off 1147:51 153.6
Ext'd 9b Off 1157:11 153.6
Ext'd 9d Off 1213:35 153.6
Ext'd 9 aver. Off 460.8
Ext'd 10a On 1249:29 102.4
Ext'd 10b On 1244:33 I02.h
Ext'd lOc On 1249:24 153.6
Ext'd 10d On 1257:17 2011.8
Ext'd i0 aver. On 563.2
3 4 516 718
Duration Altitude
Start FFT
ACS Time Sec Blocks m (ft)
3 4850 (15,900)
6 5120 (16,800)
9
9 i0 ii 12 I 13 I lh
CGAn, g's
V E V T Max _ax
knots knots M Heg Pus RMS
343
344
344
4 5150 (16,900) 344
1460 (h,800) 317
2 3470 (11,400) 336
I 2560 (8,h00) 326
3 3170 (I0,!,00) 333
2930 (9,600) 319
1800 (5,900) 318
2160 (7,100) 318
2440 (8,000) 313
2410 (7,900) 313
2410 (7,900) 313
2380 (7,800) 316
2410 (7,900) 321
9 2380 (7,800) 317
6 2010 (6,600) 161
6 2190 (7,200) 161
6 1950 (6,400) 159
18 2040 (6,700) 160
h 2530 (8,300) 155
4 2470 (8,100) 158
6 253O (8,3OO) 161
8 259O (8,500) 156
22 256O (8,4OO) 158
*Instrument malfunction - value given inferred from other data
15
RMS Gust
Velocity
m/s (fps)
451 .72 -.65 +.80 .196 2.39 (7.84)
460 .71 -.75 +.70 .181 2.18 (7.16)
457 .71
462 .73 -.55 +.60 .180 2.12 (6.27)
3hO .53 -.h0 +.40 .llh 1.5_ (5.06)
410 .63 -.35 +.50 .125 1.88 (6.18)
381 .58 -.20 +.30 .083 0.96 (3.16)
4OO .61 1.64 (5.37)
378 .57 -.35 +.h0 .115" 1.57 (5.16)
358 .54 -.30 +.30 .097 1.26 (4.13)
365 .55 1.37 (4.50)
352 .55 -.75 +.55 .154 2.21 (7.25)
353 .55 -.55 +.60 .155 1.69 (5.53)
353 .55 1.93 (6.32)
35 h .55 -.85 +.95 .179 2.69 (8.81)
365 .56 -.45 +.h0 .188 1.89 (6.20)
355 .55 2.53 (8.30)
176 .27 -.40 +.35 .ii0" 1.96 (6.42)
177 .28 -.60 +.55 .120 2.60 (8.54)
173 .27 -.60 +.30 .I00 2.02 (6.64)
175 .27 2.21 (7.26)
175 .27 -.45 +.30 .106 1.74 (5.71)
177 .28 -.45 +.50 .151 2.71 (8.88)
180 .28 -.55 +.65 .158 2.70 (8.86)
176 .28 -.35 +.35 .056 1.36 (4.46)
177 .28 2.13 (6.99)
16
Stationarity
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Good
Good
Excellent
Excellent
Fair
Fairly Good
Fairly Good
Fairly Good
Good
Fair
Excellent
Very Good
Good
Excellent
Fairly Good
Note: Gross mass for all bursts was in the range 152,000 to 166,000 kg (335,000 to 365,000 ib).
See Table 5-8 for actual masses.
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Mass data are given separately in Table 5-8. Fuel tanks are all located in
the wing. Approximate locations and capacities (per side) are:
Tanks 1 and 3 .12 to .41 semispan (baseline)
2455o kg (5_,000 lb)
Tanks 2L and 2R inboard .41 to .65 semispan (baseline)
7700 kg (17,000 Ib)
Tanks 2L and 2R outboard .65 to .93 semispan (baseline)
3930 kg (8,700 ib)
All tests were conducted with essentially no ballast or payload, although the
operating empty weight for the flight test airplane is some 4000 kg (i0,000 ib)
above typical operating empty weights of airplanes in airline service. Over all
of the tests, total weights of fuel stayed within a fairly narrow range, 33000 to
47000 kg (73,000 to 104,000 ib).
Experience and theory indicate that, to achieve desirable statistical reliabil-
ity, a total of 200 seconds of data should be available separately for the controls-
off and controls-on cases.
In the baseline tests (Bursts I and 2), it is seen that the controls-off
samples total 230 seconds and the controls-on samples 102 seconds. The somewhat
limited duration of the controls-on data should be borne in mind in drawing con-
clusions from the flight data.
The October 1978 extended span data (Bursts 3 and 4) also are of less than
desirable duration, with only 77 seconds of controls-on data available. Fortunately
these samples are augmented by the December 1978 data for essentially the same
flight condition,
The December 1978 cruise condition samples (Bursts 5 and 6) approach or exceed
the 200-second standard, with durations of 179 and 230 seconds respectively.
I Together with Bursts 3 and 4, the total duration of data controls-off is 256 seconds
and, controls-on, 384 seconds. This should be more than adequate.
The flaps-extended samples (Bursts 9 and i0), at 461 and 563 seconds respec-
tively, are far in excess of the 200-second standard.
In summary, for the baseline tests taken by themselves, the somewhat limited
duration of the data requires that some care be taken in drawing conclusions. For
the extended-span data and for the body of data as a whole, the duration is quite
adequate,
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TABLE 5-8. AIRPLANE MASS DATA
Wine
Span
Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic
Basic
Ext'd
Ext'd
Ext'd
Ext'd
Ext'd
Ext'd
Ext'd
Ext'd
Ext'd
Ext'd
Ext'd
Ext'd
Ext'd
Ext'd
Ext'd
Ext'd
Ext'd
Ext'd
Ext'd
Ext'd
Ext'd
Burst
ia
ib
i aver.
2a (ic)
12ell
3a
3d
3 aver.
hg
h aver.
5b
5c
5 aver.
6a
6b
6 aver.
9a
9b
9d
9 aver.
lOa
10b
10c
lOd
I0 aver.
3 L 5 6 7 8 9
Gross Mass
156,000 (3hh,000)
152,000 (336,000)
155,000 (321,000)
152,000 (335,000)
163,000 (360,000)
163,000 (359,000)
163,000 (360,000)
161,000 (352,000)
160,000 (352,000)
160,000 (353,000)
157,000 (346,000)
157,000 (326,000)
157,000 (3h6,o00)
159,000 (351,o00)
158,000 (3h9,000)
159,000 (350,O00)
166,000 (365,000)
!6h,oo0 (36!,000)
161,000 (355,OOO)
!63,000 (360,000)
157,000 (346,000)1
156,000 (3h5,000)
156,000 (323,000)
154,000 (340,000)
156,000 (3L3,000)
Zero Fuel Mass
n9,000 (262,000)
1!9,000 (S6S,O00)
i19,000 (262,000)
n9,ooo (262,ooo)
117,0oo (259,000)
1=7,000 (259,00o)
117,o00 '_,o '
117,000 (259,000)
117,oo0 (25_,000)
117,000 (259,000)
118,0oo (260,000)
118,000 (26o,0o0)
118,000 (260,000)
I18,000 (260,000)
n8,ooo (260,000)
118,0o0 (26o,0oo)
118,000 (260,000)
I18,000 (260,000)
118,000 (260,000)
118,000 (260,000)
118,000 (260,000)
118,000 (260,000)
118,000 (260,000)
118,000 (260,000)
118,000 (260,000)
Mass, (kg (ib)
Fuel Mass
37,250 (32,200)
33,620 (7h,100)
35,900 (79,100)
33,300 (73,h00)
i_5,630 (100,600)
L5,!80 (99,600)
!,5,500 (100,300)
h2,90o (9h,600)
L2,300 (92,600)
h2,270 (93,200)
39,2L0 (86,500)
38,87O (85,700)
39,000 (86,000)
hl,lO0 (90,600)
i.O,h60 (89,200)
ho,96o (90,300)
h0,960 (!0!:,300)
L5,86o (lO1,1oo)
12,950 (9h,700)
15,360 (i00,000)
39,280 (86,600)
38,780 (85,500)
37,500 (82,800)
36,150 (79,700)
37,560 (82,800)
Fuel per Side
Tanks 1,3
12,660 (27,900)
ll,h80 (25,300)
12,200 (26,900)
11,070 (2h,hO0)
15,290 (q3,700)
15,150 (33,200)
15,22o (33,60O)
14,380 (31,700)
1L,o6o (31,ooo)
ih,150 (31,200)
12,520 (27,600)
12,380 (27,300)
12,L30 (27,h00)
13,150 (29,000)
12,970 (28,600)
13,110 (26,900)
15,330 (33,8o0)
12,830 (32,700)
13,880 (30,600)
12,700 (32,h00)
12,610 (27,800)
12,h30 (27,400)
12,110 (26,700)
11,520 (25,_00)
12,02o (26,500)
Tanks 2L,2R
Inboard
2o3o (2500)
138o (3000)
1780 (3900)
163o (3600)
367o (81oo)
3580 (7900)
363o (8000)
3220 (7100)
3080 (68oo)
313o (6900)
3220 (7100)
318o (7ooo)
3180 (7000)
3520 (7800)
3_00 (7500)
3£90 (7700)
_50 (9800)
h220 (9300)
3760 (8300)
213o (91oo)
318o (7000)
3080 (6800)
2810 (6200)
268o (59oo)
286o (6300)
Tanks 21,2B
Outboard
3250 (8709)
3950 (8700)
3950 (870o)
3o50 (8700)
3860 (85oo)
386o (8500)
3860 (8500)
3860 (8500)
3860 (8500)
386O (8500)
3660 (8500)
3660 (8500)
3560 (8500)
3860 (8500)
3860 (85oo)
3860 (8500)
386o (85o0)
3860 (8500)
3860 (8500)
3860 (8500)
3860 (8500)
3860 (8500)
3860 (8500)
3860 (8500)
3860 (850o)
CG
% _S_C
23.h
23.h
23. h
18.o
2!..o
22.0
2h.O
24.0
2; .0
22.0
23.2
23.2
23.2
23.2
23.2
23.2
23.5
23.5
23.h
23.5
23.2
23.4
23.11
23.2
23. h
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Experience also suggests that the turbulence encountered should be of at least
moderate intensity and reasonably stationary (as Judged by visual inspection of the
time histories). The turbulence intensity is Judged initially by the maximum
incremental load factors recorded and, once psd's (power spectral densities) have
been computed, by the rms (root-mean-square) gust velocity. RMS gust velocities
shown in Table 5-7 were obtained as the square root of the area under the psd
curve, with a lower limit of integration of 0.0391 Hz. (These can be converted to
rms values corresponding to a Von Karman shape of gust psd with scale of turbu-
lence L of 762 m (2500 ft) by multiplying by approximately 1.23 for V T = 355 knots
or 1.45 for VT = 175 knots.) The data obtained are considered to be generally
satisfactory from the standpoint of turbulence intensity although rms gust veloc-
ities below about 1.5 m/s _5 fps] might be considered marginal. The stationarity
is somewhat variable from burst to burst, but is considered adequate in all cases
for the data to be usable.
5.7.2 Quantities Measured
L
Table 5-9 lists the various response quantities for which measurements were
made and data processed. These are in addition to the various quantities needed
to determine the three components of gust velocity, which included gust probe
pressures together with accelerations and angular rates at the gust boom.
Shears, bending moments, and torsions were measured with respect to arbitrary
load axes, such as shown for the wing in Figure 5-13, page 5-20. The horizontal
tail load axis is comparable. The fuselage load axis is a horizontal line on the
airplane center line. For the wing and horizontal tail, subscripts indicate
directions as follows: x and y axes are in a horizontal plane; the y axis is the
projection of the load axis onto this plane, and the x axis is perpendicular
thereto; the z axis is vertical. For the fuselage, the x axis is parallel to the
fuselage reference line; the y and z axes are perpendicular thereto, with the
z axis vertical and the y axis horizontal.
Locations of the various load measurements are also indicated on Figure 5-13.
Locations on the wing and horizontal tail are defined by the intersection of the
indicated butt line (BL) with the load axis.
Certain of the quantities listed in Table 5-9 were not available for particular
bursts because of instrument or data system malfunction. L wing S at _ = 0.29 was
z
not available for Bursts 5 and 6. L wing M at q = 0.19 was not available for
x
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TABLE 5-9. LIST OF LOADS AND OTHER RESPONSES MEASURED
L Wing S
z
L Wing M
x
L Wing M
Y
Fus S
z
LHT S
M z
W
Y
Baseline
Tests
_]= .20
q = .38
q= .52
n = .75
_= .20
h= .31
I]= .52
' _= .75
q= .20
_l= .38
q= .52
q= .75
FS 939
Fs 1428
q= .29
q = .29
q= .29
Extended
Span Tests
r]_-- .19
_l= .29
_= .36
q= .49
_= .71
n= .80
q= .85
q= .19
q= .29
q= .49
_= .61
If= .71
q= .80
q= .85
q= .19
q= .29
q= .36
i]= .49
q= .71
_l= .80
q= .85
q= .29
q= .29
n= .60
q= .29
Baseline and
Extended Span Tests
n Fuselage (FS 123)
z
n Pilot Seat (FS 185)
z
n ACS Body (FS 719)*
z
n cg (FS 1216)
z
n Aft Body (FS 1600)**
Z
L Wing Engine n
z
L Wing Engine ny
L Wing Tip n
z
R Wing Tip n
z
Sym. Wing Tip n
z
L Stabilizer Tip n *
R Stabilizer Tip n z*
Sym. Stabilizer Tip z n *
z
"1
01 (Airplane Pitch Rate)
L Aileron Deflection
R Aileron Deflection
Sym. Aileron Deflection
Aileron Series Servo Command*
Horiz. Stab. Series Servo
Command*
*Extended-span tests only
**Extended span; baseline, FS 1535
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Bursts 5, 6, 9, and I0; R wingMx at q = 0.!9 was substituted.
Z
(ACS accelerometer) was not available for Bursts 3 and 4 although operation of the
ACS was not affected. Cg n was not available for Bursts 4 and 9a. R stabilizer
Z
tip n was not available for Bursts 3, 4, 6, and 10c. L wing M at _ = 0.19 was
z y
not available for Bursts 5, 6, 9, and I0. In addition, the following were not
available for Burst 9a only: L wing S at _ = 0.80, HT S at _ = 0.29, n ipilot
z Z z
seat, and nz at FS 719 (ACS accelerometer).
Fuselage n at FS 719
I
5.7.3 Flight Data Processing
Gust Velocity Time History Determination
Time histories of the three components of "gust velocity were obtained by means
of a differential pressure probe mounted ahead of the airplane nose (described in
Section 2.5). Corrections were made for airplane motions utilizing the following
measurements at the gust boom: n z, 8, _, ny, _, _, ¢, $, n x. Accelerations were
integrated to give velocities. In the baseline tests, only, angular rates were
integrated to give angles, in preference to using the measured angles. Gust
velocities as computed were in an earth-fixed, rather than an airplane, axis system.
Basic Processing of Flight Data
The basic processing of the flight data involved determination of power spectra
and cross spectra, which were then used to determine transfer functions and
coherencies,
Power spectral densities were obtained for each of the three components of
gust velocity and each response quantity. Cross spectra were obtained relating
each response quantity to the vertical component of gust velocity. Cross spectra
were also obtained relating particular pairs of response quantities.
The power spectra and cross spectra were obtained using the Fast Fourier
Transform technique,
Theory and previous flight testing have indicated that no response of signif-
icance occurs above 7.5 Hz. Consequently, a frequency range of 0 to 7.5 Hz was
selected for the spectral calculations, (For the low speed tests, Bursts 9 and 10,
the psd calculations were actually performed, and results plotted, only to 3.75 Hz.)
With the frequency restricted to a maximum of 7.5 Hz, the sample rate of 40 samples
per second at which the data were originally digitized could be reduced to 20 per
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second for the spectral calculations. The resulting Nyquist frequency was I0 Hz.
In order to prevent aliasing, the time histories as originally sampled at 40 samples
per second were appropriately low-pass filtered. A Martin-Graham digital filter
(Reference 14, NASATRR-179) was used for this purpose, with "cutoff" and "termi-
nation" frequencies of 7.5 and lO Hz respectively. By removing all frequency com-
ponents above the Nyquist frequency of l0 Hz, aliasing was prevented, yet the
contributions below 7.5 Hz were preserved.
The FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) technique involves dividing each burst into
a numberof time blocks, each consisting of L time points, where L must be a power
of 2. The frequency spacing is related to L by the expression
1
_f=_ L_t
where_t is the sample spacing, or the reciprocal of the sample rate, here
1/(20 per second) = 0.05 second.
A frequency spacing of about 0.05 Hz was considered the maximumacceptable
to achieve adequate frequency resolution in these tests. For a sample rate of
20 samples per second (_t = 0.05 sec.), available values of_f in the vicinity
of 0.05 Hz are:
L _f
256 0.078125 Hz
512 0.0390625 Hz
An increase in resolution (smaller value of _f) results in a decrease in statistical
reliability, which showsup most conspicuously as a lack of smoothness in the
computedpsd curves due to a randomvariation from frequency to frequency. Con-
sequently the largest value of _f that is acceptable from a resolution standpoint
should be selected. The value 0.078125, associated with L = 256, was considered
not to give adequate resolution of the static response peak at about 0.3 Hz;
accordingly, the next larger value of L (512) was selected, giving _f = 0.0390625 Hz.
With L = 512, the length of block is (512) (0.05) = 25.6 seconds. Bursts must
then be defined so that the length of each is an integer multiple of 25.6 seconds -
i.e., 25.6, 51.2, 76.8, 102.4, 128, 153.6,...seconds. The bursts defined in
Table 5-7 are seen to satisfy this requirement. Inasmuch as the beginning and end
of a turbulence patch is often not sharply defined in the test data, it was not
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as difficult as might have been expected to adjust the burst lengths to these
values.
After low-pass filtering, the linear trends were removed from the gust
velocity time histories, and the meanswere removedfrom the various response
time histories. All time histories were then prewhitened, by the usual procedure
described in Appendix E of NASATRR-199 (Reference 15). The resulting spectra
were then post darkened so as to reflect the original non-prewhitened data. Pre-
whitening has been an accepted technique, for valid reasons, in obtaining psd's
of gust velocity. It is not clear, however, whether it is actually beneficial
in a program such as the present one, where the objective is to obtain airplane
transfer functions. Fortunately, however, comparisons made using the L-1011 1971
data showed virtually no difference between psd's obtained with and without pre-
whitening. A similar indication is reported in NASA TN D-8288 (Reference 16).
The power spectrum and cross spectrum values given by the FFT computations
were smoothed by the "Hanning" procedure - i.e.,
 soot e 
Flight-Measured Transfer Functions and Coherencies
In comparing theoretical with measured airplane response characteristics,
or the response characteristics with and without active controls, a basic measure
of these characteristics is the frequency-response function. This is an especially
appropriate measure when the design gust load determination is on a power-spectral
basis and the flight data are obtained in continuous turbulence. The frequency-
response function indicates, as a function of frequency, the relation between
output and input in terms of the amplitude ratio (modulus) and phase angle, for
a steady state sinusoidal input and output. In the gust response analysis, the
gust velocity is the input; the many responses include accelerations, shears,
bending moments, etc.
The frequency-response function is sometimes expressed alternately in terms
of the real and imaginary parts of a complex quantity. This complex quantity
represents a vector in a plane; the magnitude of this vector and its angle relative
to the real axis define the modulus and phase angle respectively, of the frequency
response function.
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In this report, the term "transfer function" is used, for convenience,
interchangeably with "frequency-response" function.*
Twomethods are in commonuse for determining the transfer function relating
two quantities, one considered the input (x) and one the output (y), from time
histories of these quantities measuredduring flight through continuous turbulence.
The first is the "spectrum method" designated as "Option l" in the computer
programs used to process the L-1011 flight data. It computesthe modulus of the
transfer function from the expression
where Sy and Sx are the psd's of output and input, respectively. Using this
method, only the modulus is obtained.
The second is the "cross spectrum method," designated as "Option 2" in the
L-1011 computer programs. In this method, the transfer function is computedas
_xy
H - (2)
e Sx
where $
xy
input.
is the cross spectrum between input and output and @x is the psd of the
Inasmuch as the cross spectrum, @xy' is a complex quantity, the phase angle
as well as the modulus is given. In addition, the cross spectrum method provides
a transfer function that reflects only that part of the output that is linearly
related to the input. It thus eliminates the contaminating effects of other
sources of loading, such as pilot activity and the other components of gust
velocity, and of noise in the output instrumentation.
*Actually "frequency-response function" is the more precise term in the present
application, As noted, it expresses a relation between steady state input and
output. On the other hand, the transfer function is an output-input ratio that
arises in the operational or Laplace transform solution of transient response.
However, the mathematical expressions for the two functions are essentially
identical, the frequency-response function being obtained by substituting i _ for s
in the mathematical expression for the transfer function. Consequently, the
distinction is largely academic.
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The expression,
7 - _x _y (3)
defines the coherency function (of frequency), y2 or simply coherency. This is a
measure of the degree to which the x and y quantities are linearly related. If the
two quantities are in perfect linear relation, _ 2 = 1 for all frequencies. If they
are linearly independent, or incoherent, _ 2 = O. It can be shown readily from
expressions (i), (2), and (3) that
Thus if Y
2 IHcl2
I sl
= i, the spectrum and cross spectrum transfer functions are identical.
A useful related concept is that an output psd, @y, can be considered to be
the sum of several parts, each coherent with a different independent input. The
psd of that part of the output, y, coherent with a given input, x, is given by
where y2in this case is the coherency between x and y. Further, if all of the
inputs are independent, the various parts of @ must add to give the total,
Y
2
YI 2 @y +72 @y + "'" = @y
where the subscripts i, 2, ... denote the various inputs. From this expression
it follows that
2 2
-NI + Y2 + "'" = i
For the reasons indicated earlier, the cross-spectrum method might be con-
sidered the preferred method for obtaining experimental transfer functions for
airplane loads in turbulence. In particular, this method would appear ideal to
evaluate the mathematical modeling of the airplane as a dynamic system, inasmuch
as it considers only that part of the output induced by a measured input.
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On the other hand, one may also wish to determine from the test data whether
a given response is in fact significantly affected by inputs not accounted for
explicitly in the criteria. In such a situation, the spectrum method transfer
function provides a useful tool.
Furthermore, even in evaluating the mathematical modeling, the cross-spectrum
method transfer function must be used with caution. Gust load measurements almost
invariably result in coherencies that are fairly close to unity over a frequency
range from perhaps 0.25 to 1.50 Hz, then drop off rapidly with increasing frequency,
and remain virtually zero above perhaps 5 or 6 Hz. The primary cause of this
dropoff appears to be the variation of gust velocity across the wing span at the
higher frequencies or shorter wavelengths. At these shorter wavelengths, the gust
velocities at the various spanwise locations are no longer coherent with the gust
velocity on the centerline, where the gust-measuring probe is located. Consequently,
the loads produced are no longer coherent with the centerline gust velocity.
Accordingly, the cross-spectrum transfer function is small. But the turbulence
is still there, everywhere across the wing; and the loads it produces are still
comparable in magnitude to those that would be produced by a gust velocity uniform
across the span, For example, if engine loads were produced solely by the gusts
striking the engines, these loads would be identical regardless of spanwise vari-
ation of gust velocity, even if the gust velocities at the engines and at the
centerline were completely incoherent. If design loads were to be established by
means of measured transfer functions, use of the cross spectrum transfer function
clearly would result in loads that are unrealistically low.
With theoretical transfer functions available only from the traditional one-
dimensional gust analysis, there seems to be no satisfactory way to resolve this
dilemma. At the higher frequencies, one probably should expect the one-D theory
to agree more closely with the spectrum method transfer function than with the
cross spectrum method transfer function. But the spectrum method transfer function
is bound to be too high by some unknown amount, because of the effect of other
inputs such as lateral gust.
Fortunately, this dilemma has been largely resolved, for analysis of the
extended-span data, by availability of a three-dimensional gust analysis computer
program, as noted in Section 4.2. (The term "three-dimensional," or "3-D," in
this context refers to the number of position coordinates upon which the gust
velocity is assumed to depend.)This program was developed utilizing the basic
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formulations presented by Eichenbaumin Reference 17. Oneof its outputs is a
theoretical "cross transfer function," which corresponds closely to the measured
cross-spectrum-method transfer function, or cross transfer function. Like the
measuredcross transfer function, the theoretical cross transfer function reflects
only that part of the output that is linearly related to the input -- here the
vertical gust velocity at the probe. In particular, the theory accounts rationally
for both the spanwise variation of the gust velocity and the particular location
of the probe.* Accordingly, the measuredand theoretical cross transfer functions
are directly comparable. The value of the measuredcross transfer function is thus
greatly enhanced.**
The spectrum-method transfer function is still of value, however, in calling
attention to the possible effect of other inputs. Accordingly, in the present
study, both cross-spectrum method and spectrum method transfer functions were
obtained, for the extended span data as well as the baseline data.
5.7.4 Theoretical Analysis
Theoretical transfer functions for comparison with the flight-measured trans-
fer functions were computed using the GLP series of gust-loads computer programs,
described in Section 4.2.
*In applying the 3-D theory to the flight test data, it is necessary to assume
that the gust velocities at all spanwise locations have the same psd, even though
their mutual coherencies might be relatively low, and to assume further that
these coherencies are consistent with a standard gust psd shape. These assump-
tions, however, should be fairly realistic as applied to a reasonable turbulence
sample.
**A potential limitation of any approach utilizing comparisons of measured with
theoretical cross transfer functions should be noted. As mentioned earlier, a
situation may exist in which, as a result of the spanwise variation of gust veloc-
ity, the coherency between a given response and the gust velocity at the probe
approaches zero. The cross transfer functions - both measured and theoretical -
will then also approach zero, even though the response itself may be substantial.
Comparison of these two essentially zero transfer functions will, then, tell
nothing about the validity of the theoretical loads. On the other hand, it may
be possible to develop a procedure in which the measured response psd's can be
compared with theoretical psd's computed using 3-D theory with the measured
vertical and lateral gust psd's as inputs. Such a procedure was not available
for use in the present program, nor would it necessarily have provided a more
valid evaluation of the effect of the active control system.
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In addition to the adjustments to the aerodynamic influence coefficients
mentioned in Section 4.2, aerodynamic forces due to outboard aileron angle were
multiplied by the following factors:
Baseline tests:
Extended-span tests, cruise speed
Extended-span tests, flaps extended
1.00
1.07
I .ii
The factors for the extended-span tests reflect the increased aileron effectiveness
shown by the one-g trimmed flight data discussed in Section 5.4.2.
The active control system was represented generally as indicated in
Sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5.
As discussed in those sections, the control laws differed somewhat between
the baseline and extended-span tests. In addition, a change was made between
Bursts 4 and 6 of the extended-span tests in the control law governing feedback
to the ailerons. (All of the extended-span gust response testing was conducted
with the digital ACS computer.)
The control system transfer functions used in the gust response analysis for
each test condition are plotted in Figures 5-62 - 5-64. For Burst 2 (baseline
tests), the aileron gains (Figure 5-62) include an increase of 14 percent over that
defined in Section 2.3.5, to reflect VSS test results; the airplane test data,
however, showed aileron gains to be equal to or less than the specification values.
For the extended-span tests, the analysis used essentially the specification
values in all cases.
The only significant transfer function differences from test to test, from the
standpoint of their effect on gust response, are seen to be the following:
(a) At the first wing bending natural frequency of about 1.5 Hz, the
aileron gains for feedback from the wing tip accelerometer (Fig-
ure 5-62) are substantially lower for the extended-span test_
(Bursts 4, 6) than for the baseline tests (Burst 2). This dif-
ference tends to be offset by the larger aileron in the extended-
span tests.
(b) In the extended span tests, the GLA system was modified by deleting
the cg acceleration feedback to the horizontal stabilizer and
increasing, by a factor of more than 5, the 0 (pitch rate) feedback.
With respect to overall horizontal tail activity, the increase in
feedback far more than makes up for the deletion of the accelera-
tion feedback,
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For the baseline tests, analyses were made separately for Bursts la, Ib, and
2a. Theoretical transfer functions for the average of Bursts la and ib were ob-
tained by averaging the transfer functions obtained for each burst, weighting by
length of burst.
For the extended-span tests, analyses were made only for the "average" flight
conditions indicated in Table 5-7 - that is, "3 aver," "4 aver," "5 aver," etc.,
using appropriately averaged input data.
5.7.5 Merge-and-Plot Computer Program
To assist in evaluating the effect of the active control system on gust loads,
an extensive set of plots and tabulations was obtained.
In order to superimpose measured and theoretical data on the same computer-
prepared plots, a merge-and-plot computer program, previously prepared for this
purpose, was used. In this program the pertinent flight-measured and theoretical
data are first merged onto a single magnetic tape. The data utilized are the
flight-measured and theoretical transfer functions and the flight-measured
coherencies. Response psd's corresponding to the respective transfer functions are
then computed by squaring the modulus of the transfer function and multiplying by
the Von Karman gust psd. For this purpose, the Von Karman psd, with frequency
argument in radians per foot, is first converted to a frequency argument in cycles
per second; this conversion depends upon the true airspeed for the particular
burst. The psd's thus obtained are then integrated to give values of _ and N
O'
which are printed out in tabular form. All of these operations are performed
separately for transfer functions given by the cross-spectrum method, the spectrum
method, and "one-dimensional" theory. The measured coherency functions are also
plotted. In addition, the program was expanded (under independent research funding)
prior to its use with the extended-span data to utilize also cross transfer func-
tions given by three-dimensional theory. Provision was also made to super-
impose on the coherency plots a theoretical coherency given by the three-
dimensional analysis.
The merge-and-plot program also makes provision for averaging the flight-
measured transfer functions and coherencies for up to four separate bursts. This
capability not only minimizes the number of plots to be made, examined, and stored;
it also vastly simplifies studying the data to draw conclusions, and it smooths out
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the irregularities in the flight data plots which are inherent in the statistical
nature of the data. The flight-measured transfer functions are averaged by con-
verting modulus and phase to real and imaginary parts, averaging, and reconverting
to modulus and phase. This approach avoids, for example, averaging phase angles
of +177 degrees and -179 degrees and getting -i degree, where obviously the correct
average is +179 degrees, Average coherencies are obtained by recomputing from the
averaged transfer functions, using equation 4. Any desired weighting factors can
be used, In the present work, weighting was according to the duration of the
bursts. A single average theoretical transfer function and a single average
theoretical coherency function are input to the program in each case. These were
obtained as described in the preceding section; they are consistent with the flight-
data averages computedin the merge-and-plot program.
Use of the averaging procedure requires, of course, that variations in flight
condition [speed, altitude, weight) over the bursts which it is desired to average
be relatively small. It is evident from Tables 5-7 and 5-8 that this requirement
is met wherever averages were taken.
5.7.6 DataPresentation
Samples of the plots obtained are shown in Figures 5-65 through 5-74.
Inasmuch as these are samples of computer outputs, they retain the customary system
of units in which the computations were performed. Figures 5-65 through 5-67
resulted from the basic test-data psd computations. The samples shown are taken
from Bursts 3a and 5c; similar plots were obtained for all 18 bursts. Figures 5-68
through 5-74 were produced by the merge-and-plot program. The samples shown are
for the average of Bursts 3a and 3d and Bursts 5b and 5c; similar plots were
obtained for all eight of the "average" bursts listed in Table 5-7 (la and ib, 2a,
3a and 3d, etc.) and also for Bursts la and ib separately. All of the plots except
the gust velocity psd's are associated with particular response quantities. The
samples shown are for wing bending moment at 0.29 semispan. Similar plots were
obtained for each of the quantities listed in Table 5-9 - 31 quantities for the
baseline tests and 45 for the extended-span tests. A total of 4018 plots was
obtained.
Gust Velocity PSD's
A sample gust velocity PSD is shown in Figure 5-65. Both vertical and hori-
zontal scales are logarithmic, The horizontal scale is a spatial frequency in
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cycles per foot. A frequency scale in cycles per second (Hz) has been added
corresponding to a true airspeed representative of this burst (460 knots). The
curve is seen to follow closely the -5/3 trend characteristic of the Von Karman
spectrum used for design.
Response PSD's
A sample response psd is shown in Figure 5-66. The vertical scale is
logarithmic, but the frequency scale is linear, as in all the remaining plots.
This psd is of wing bending moment at 0.29 semispan, for Burst 3a. The airplane
longitudinal short-period peak is evident at about 0.25 Hz and the wing bending
peak at about 1.6 Hz. An additional elastic mode is indicated at about 4.2 Hz.
A second sample is shown in Figure 5-67. This, too, is of wing bending moment
at 0.29 semispan. It is for a very similar flight condition, Burst 5c. Fig- i
ure 5-67 is similar to Figure 5-66 except for the presence of the narrow spike
below about 0.15 Hz. Such a spike is not unusual, and indeed an incipient spike
can be seen in the previous Figure. Such a spike apparently reflects pilot maneuver
inputs, either in roll or in pitch. The spike in Figure 5-67 is so substantial as
i
to partially obscure the short-period peak.
The measured psd's are used, first, to give an early indication of the rea-
sonableness of the data and, second, as a first step in the computation of transfer
functions. (For the purpose of reasonableness checks early plots were also
obtained of coherencies and transfer functions.)
The measured psd's were also routinely integrated to give rms (root-mean-
square) values. (The rms value of the variable is equal to the square root of the
area under the psd curve.) Rms values were obtained separately for four different
lower limits of integration -- 0.0390625 Hz and frequencies corresponding to gust
wavelengths of 1220, 610, and 305 meters (4000, 2000, and i000 ft). Rms values for
representative wing bending moments based on the 0.0390625 Hz lower limit, are
listed for each burst in Table 5-10. Rms values of gust velocity, obtained similar-
ly, are also shown; these are the same as listed in Table 5-7.
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Transfer Function Modulus
The transfer function modulus for the same quantity is shown in Figure 5-68.
This figure is a merge-and-plot output and shows both measured and theoretical
data, for the average of Bursts 3a and 3d.
The spectrum method and cross spectrum test curves are shown by the two
solid lines. The spectrum method curve is always the higher of the two.
The two theoretical curves are indicated by the short-dash and dotted lines.
The short-dash line is given by the traditional one-D (one-dimensional) theory.
The dotted line is the theoretical cross transfer function given by the 3-D theory.
The agreement in trend between the theoretical cross-transfer function curve
(dotted line) and the test cross-spectrum-method curve is excellent up to about
3 Hz and fairly good at least to 5 1/2 Hz. In magnitude, in the important range
from 0.3 to 1.5 Hz, the test curve is seen to be consistently lower than the
theoretical curve by some l0 to 20 percent. Also, the measured first bending mode
resonance, although not precisely defined, seems to occur at a slightly higher
frequency than the theoretical resonance at 1.5 Hz. This frequency difference
agrees with that observed in the transfer function tests described in Sectlon 5,6.2
(Figure 5-54).
PSD Given by Design Gust PSD Times Square of Modulus of Transfer Function
In comparing loads obtained in flight with and without the active control
system in operation, it is necessary to account for the fact that the gust inputs -
in particular the gust psd's - will be different for the various bursts. To compare
response psd's controls-on and controls-off, the flight measured psd's must, in
effect, be adjusted to a common gust input psd. This adjustment is made by taking
as a standard the Von Karman gust psd with an appropriate scale of turbulence -
ordinarily the usual design value of 762 m (2500 ft) - and multiplying this gust
psd by the square of the transfer function modulus. Comparison of measured with
theoretical response psd's is accomplished in the same way.
Psd's obtained in this way are shown in Figure 5-69. Again the two test
curves are distinguished by the fact that the cross spectrum method curve is always
the lower of the two. Both scales are linear, so that the areas under the respec-
tive curves are undistorted.
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@Inasmuch as the rms value of the load is given by the square root of the area
under the psd curve, this type of plot places in proper perspective the differences
that occur, varying over the frequency range, between theory and test, between
cross spectrum and spectrum methods of treating the test data, and between controls-
off and controls-on. One might expect from the transfer function curves of Fig-
ure 5-68, for example, that the large difference between spectrum method and cross
spectrum method curves between 3 and 4 Hz would introduce a major uncertainty in
interpreting the results. But when the transfer function modulus is squared and
multiplied by the gust psd, which drops off rapidly with increasing frequency, the
contribution to load in either case is virtually zero. Figure 5-69 makes it
immediately apparent that, for this particular response, what happens above 2.5 Hz
has no effect whatever.
The corresponding curves for Burst 5 are shown in Figure 5-70. The spike that
appeared below 0.15 Hz in the flight-measured psd in Figure 5-67 now dominates the
plot. The spike is more conspicuous in this plot first because of the linear
instead of logarithmic scale, but also, in part, because the gust psd in Bursts 5b
and 5c falls away from the -5/3 power asymptote at low frequencies more rapidly than
does the Von Karman spectrum with L = 2500 ft. In this case, reducing the scale
of turbulence L to 305 m (i000 ft) gives a somewhat better fit to the measured
gust psd's and reduces the psd value at 0.04 Hz, relative to its value at 0.3 Hz,
by a factor of 3.5. Accordingly, for Bursts 5 and 6, the merge-and-plot program
was run for L = 305 m (i000 ft) as well as L = 762 m (2500 ft). At the same time,
the frequency scale in the plot was expanded by a factor of two for greater clarity.
The result is shown in Figure 5-71.
Transfer Function Phase Angle
The transfer function phase angle for the same quantity is shown in Fig-
ure 5-72. The phase angle ordinarily has been considered of secondary importance
in comparing theoretical with measured loads, because information on phase angle
is lost when loads are expressed in psd form. Nevertheless, the phase angle can
provide a useful additional tool in evaluating the basic accuracy of the theoretical
modeling. Further, accuracy in predicting phase relations becomes vital in
synthesizing an active control system to modify the response characteristics.
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The phase angle shownis the angle by which the response lags behind the
gust - as encountered at the gust probe. This is a natural definition for the
flight-measured phase angle; but it required a modification to the computation of
the theoretical phase angle, which ordinarily is defined relative to the gust
velocity at the airplane CG. The relation between phase angles relative to the
gust at the probe and relative to the gust at the CGis:
(Phase angle)rel, to gust at CG
= (Phase angle)rel, to gust at probe _f 360V
where_ is the distance from probe to CG(34.7 m, 114 ft), V is the true airspeed
(in units consistent with _and f), f is the frequency in Hz, and the phase angles
are in degrees.
It maybe remarked that the gust at the CG(which is roughly where the gust
is felt by the airplane) lags the gust at the probe (where it is measured) by a
phase angle in degrees of (360_ /V)f. For a true airspeed of 206 m/s (h00 knots),
typical of the present data, the lag in phase angle due to this cause is 61f, or
61 degrees per Hz. Accordingly, this much of the phase angle can be thought of not
as lag of the response relative to the input, but of the gust in moving from the
probe to the CG.
Coherency Function
The coherency function for the same quantity is shown in Figure 5-73. The
measured coherency (solid line) exhibits the typical characteristics noted in the
discussion at the end of Section 5.7.3. It starts low, increases rapidly to a
value of about 0.90 in the vicinity of 0.50 Hz, and then beginning at about 1.0 Hz
drops off erratically to a value close to zero at about 6 Hz. (It has been found
that experimental coherencies between quantities that theoretically should have
zero coherency generally tend to oscillate between zero and some positive value,
when plotted vs frequency; this positive value, for a burst of the duration of
Bursts 3a and 3d combined, is about 0.3. See further discussion in Section 5.7.8.)
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The theoretical coherency, based on 3-D gust analysis, is shown by the dash
line. It differs from unity because of the spanwise variation of vertical gust
velocity and because of lateral gust inputs. It represents an approximate upper
limit to the measured coherency. The difference between the two reflects other
inputs such as maneuvers, noise in the instrumentation, or extraneous inputs due
to instrumentation malfunction. The availability of the theoretical coherency, as
an upper limit, can be very helpful in providing perspective when the coherency is
used to indicate quality of data. In Figure 5-73, the dropoff in measured coherency
from 1.0 to 3.0 Hz is thus seen to be very much as predicted by theory. The prin-
cipal cause is undoubtedly the spanwise variation of gust velocity, although the
presence of lateral gust as a second input would also have some small effect. The
small but distinct dropoff in the measured coherency below 0.5 Hz is evidently due
to maneuver inputs. The large increase in theoretical coherency between about 3 and
4.5 Hz is believed to be due to response in elastic modes (such as fuselage bending)
that are excited primarily by gust-induced aerodynamic forces acting close to the
airplane centerline - on the inner part of the wing, the horizontal tail, and the
fuselage itself.
The corresponding coherency plot for Burst 5 is shown in Figure 5-7h. This
figure differs from the preceding one primarily in the much greater dropoff in
measured coherency below about 0.5 Hz. This is consistent with the large low-
frequency spike appearing in Figures 5-67 and 5-70.
The three heavy dotted lines in Figure 5-74 indicate how average coherencies
over the range 0.5 - 1.5 Hz were estimated, for presentation later in the report.
Integrated Data - _ Values
In addition to plots vs. frequency, it is desirable to obtain, for each load
quantity for each burst, a single number that will indicate the magnitude of that
load quantity corresponding to a standard gust input. Such a number is _, the ratio
of the rms of the response to the rms gust velocity. The standard gust psd for
this purpose is ordinarily the Von Karman gust psd with L = 762 m (2500 ft) and
unit rms value__ Inasmuch as the various psd curves from _hich A's will be obtained,
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such as shown in Figures 5-69, 5-70 and 5-71, are already based on such a gust input,
A is given simply by the square root of the area under this curve. As noted earlier,
the psd curves for Bursts 5 and 6 were obtained also for L - 305 m (I000 ft); A's
for these bursts were obtained for both gust inputs. It might be remarked that the
A values for L = 305 m (i000 ft) are generally larger than for L = 762 m (2500 ft)
approximately in the ratio 3_762/305 = 1.357. Psd's likewise are larger, except at
very low frequencies, approximately in the ratio 1.3572 = 1.842. (1.842 is the value
approached by the ratio of the psd's as frequency increases and each gust psd ap-
proaches its respective -5/3-slope asymptote. The ratio decreases to about 1.66 at
0.25 Hz and 0.53 at 0.04 Hz.)
The computation of _'s is carried out for the one-D theoretical psd's in the
GLP-4 and GLP-6 programs, and for all theoretical and test psd's (corresponding
to the Von Karman input spectrum) in the merge-and-plot program. (Theoretical
psd's based on the 3-D cross transfer functions are not computed in GLP-6 and
consequently are available only through the merge-and-plot program.)
5.7.7 Evaluation of Flight Data 1
Gust Power Spectral Densities
The nature of the turbulence encountered in terms of its power-spectral density
is shown in Figures 5-75 through 5-78. Separate curves are shown for all three
bursts of the baseline tests. For the extended-span tests, each curve is the average
of individual bursts.* All of the curves are seen to follow closely the Von Karman
*In obtaining these averages, the psd's of the individual bursts were first ratioed
so that the resulting rms gust velocity for each burst would be equal to the over-
all rms gust velocity for the several bursts, given by
°I t I + 0 2 t2 + •..
Ooveral I = tl + t2 + ...
where the t's are the burst durations.
vidual bursts were weighted by duration of burst.
In obtaining the average psd's, the indi-
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shape, especially with respect to the -5/3 exponent above the lowest frequencies.
The best-fit scale of turbulence appears to be 762 m (2500 ft) or more for Bursts i
and 2, 3 and 4, and 9 and i0. In Bursts 5 and 6, the measured curves drop away more
conspicuously from the -5/3 exponent straight line at the lower frequencies and are
better represented with a scale of turbulence of 305 m (i000 ft).
Coherencies
Measured coherencies have often been found useful in evaluating the quality of
data in continuous turbulence gust response testing. Coherencies less than about
0.70 to 0.80 in the range of 0.5 - 1.5 Hz would suggest either faulty instrumentation,
excessive maneuver inputs, nonlinearities in the system, or perhaps inadequate sta-
tionarity. In the present program, plots of measured coherencies for individual
bursts served to identify several time segments which had to be discarded, due to
instrumentation malfunction, in establishing the final bursts that would be analyzed
as listed in Table 5-7.
Average Coherencies of Key Response Quantities. A comparison of all of the retained
bursts in terms of coherencies of a few key response quantities is shown in Fig-
ure 5-79. The coherencies shown are averages over the frequency range 0.5 to 1.5 Hz
for the cruise-speed bursts and 0.25 to 1.00 Hz for the low speed bursts. Early
examination of the coherency plots indicated the coherencies generally to be highest
over these ranges and fairly constant within these ranges. The averages were esti-
mated from the plots as indicated by the heavy dotted lines in Figure 5-74.
Coherencies are shown in the figure for one or more body accelerations and
for wing root bending moment. The CG acceleration (FS 1216) would ordinarily have
been considered the pertinent body acceleration; however it was not available for
all bursts, so the ACS body acceleration (FS 719) or the aft body acceleration
(FS 1600) was shown instead or in addition for several bursts.
Generally the coherencies are comparable for all of the cruise speed bursts
(i through 6); they are also comparable, although somewhat lower, for the two low
speed bursts (9 and i0). The bending moment coherencies are consistently lower
than the acceleration coherencies.
Theoretical Coherencies. The reasons for these differences, as well as others to be
noted later, are evident from an examination of the theoretical coherencies shown
in Figures 5-80 and 5-81.
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Figure 5-79. Quality of Test Data as Indicated by Average Coherencies
of Key Response Quantities
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Figure 5-80. Comparison of Theoretical Coherencies for Various Responses
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Figure 5-81. Comparison of Theoretical Coherencies for Various Bursts (ACS ON)
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In both Figure 5-80(a) (ACS off) and 5-80(b) (ACS on), it is seen that the
theoretical coherency in the region around i Hz is distinctly lower for root
bending moment (_ = 0.29) than for CG acceleration. This is reasonable, inasmuch
as lift in the outer part of the wing, where the coherency of the gust velocity
relative to that at the probe is least, contributes more heavily to the wing bending
moment than to the CG acceleration.
In both figures, the coherency is lower for bending moment at _ = 0.71 than
at _ = 0.29, in part for the same reason, although the difference is more conspic-
uous with ACS on.
Comparing Figures 5-80(a) and (b) it is seen that the ACS has virtually no
effect on the coherency for CG acceleration and root bending moment, but substan-
tially reduces the coherency at the more outboard location.
The large dropoff below 0.5 Hz in the curve for wing bending at _ = 0.71 with
ACS on is due to the lateral gust input, which with the vertical gust loads vastly
reduced at this outboard location by the ACS, now predominates. The reason why
this curve is lower in the region above 0.5 Hz than with ACS off is less clear.
It may be related to the fact the bending moment at this location is, in effect,
a rather small difference between two larger quantities, each with its individual
incoherency. The first of these quantities is the bending moment due directly to
the gust loading outboard of _ = 0.71; the second is opposing bending moment due
to an aileron deflection which depends primarily upon acceleration at the
airplane CG.
The effect of flight condition on coherency is indicated in Figure 5-81.
For bending moment at _ = 0.29 (or 0.31) Figure 5-81(a), the coherencies are
seen to be comparable for Bursts 2 and 6, but much lower for Burst i0. The lower
coherency for Burst i0 is due primarily to a difference in true airspeed, which is
lower for Burst i0 than Burst 6 by a factor of two. The effects of spanwise
variation of gust velocity depend upon gust wavelength, which is given by VT/f.
With a lower VT, a given coherency should therefore occur at a correspondingly
lower f. Accordingly, one would expect the coherency curve for Burst l0 to be
given approximately by dividing the horizontal coordinates of the Burst 6 curve
by 2. The actual factor, for Burst 6 frequencies below about 2 Hz, is more like 3;
the reason for this additional difference is not evident.
The smaller differences between Bursts 2 and 6 could be due to two causes -
the difference in wing span, and a further difference in true airspeed, 30 percent
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higher for Burst 2 than Burst 6. Both of these effects are in the direction to
increase the coherency for Burst 2 relative to Burst 6, which is the trend indicated
by the curves.
A similar comparison for bending momentat q = 0.71 (or 0.75) is shownin
Figure 5-81(b). The relationships shownhere are not identical to those shownin
Figure 5-81(a), but are comparable. The much increased difference between
Bursts 2 and 6 would appear to be due to the larger aileron on the extended-span
wing.
It is evident, therefore, that the following trends generally observable in
the bar chart of Figure 5-79 are consistent, at least qualitatively, with the
predictions of 3-D gust theory:
• Lower coherency for bending momentthan for CGacceleration.
• Much lower coherency for Bursts 9 and i0 than Bursts I through 6.
• Somehwatlower coherency for Bursts 5 and 6 than for Bursts i and 2.
(The greater coherency for Bursts 3 and 4, counter to the theoretical
coherencies, is shownlater to be due to much smaller pilot control
inputs for these bursts.)
A fourth curve shownin Figures 5-81(a) and (b) is also illuminating. This
is the curve labeled "Burst 6 with autopilot." This curve reflects the use of
the L-1011 autopilot in its turbulence mode. The pitch feedback has negligible
effect on coherency; but the effect of roll feedback to the ailerons is significant.
The roll motion, which the autopilot acts to control, is due primarily to the
lateral gust velocity and secondarily to the spanwise variation of the vertical
gust velocity. Both of these inputs are uncorrelated with the vertical gust
velocity on the centerline; consequently, any response which they produce reduces
the coherency. For bending momentat _ = 0.29, the effect is small but distinct.
At q = 0.71, the effect is muchgreater, inasmuchas the outboard as well as the
inboard ailerons are used for roll control. Roll control inputs by a pilot, as
contrasted to an autopilot, have been found to differ substantially from pilot
to pilot; but rms (root-mean-square) aileron angles due to autopilot control seem
to be fairly representative of roll control by pilots. In addition to the reduc-
tion of coherency due to roll control, which is predictable qualitatively by
3-D theory, there is also, in actual flight, a reduction due to pitch control.
This is not predictable by 3-D theory.
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Comparisons of Measured With Theoretical Coherencies. Sample comparisons of
measured with theoretical coherencies are shown in Figure 5-82, for wing bending
moment at _ = 0.29. In all cases, the measured coherencies have been heavily faired
to facilitate the comparison. The comparisons for Bursts 3 and 5 were shown earlier
(without fairing - Figures 5-73 and 5-74); here these are repeated and Bursts 4, 6,
9, and i0 added. Note the expanded frequency scale for Bursts 9 and i0. In all
cases, the agreement in trend over the range from 0.5 Hz out to about 3 Hz is re-
markable, and the measured coherencies are close enough to the theoretical to leave
little doubt that the quality of the data is adequate. The departure of the measured
coherencies from the theoretical below 0.5 Hz is, of course, due to pilot control
inputs, as noted earlier.
Average Coherencies of All Response Quantities. A more comprehensive view of the
measured coherencies is provided by Table 5-11. Here as in Figure 5-79, the co-
herencies are represented by average values over a pertinent frequency range. This
range, again, is generally 0.5 - 1.5 Hz for the cruise-speed data and 0.25 - 1.00 Hz
for the low speed data. Two quantities, wing tip symmetric n , and wing enginelny, l
z L
respond negligibly at these lower frequencies; their coherencies are averaged,
therefore, over the range 1.0 - 3.0 Hz.
Several specific observations regarding the tabulated values are appropriate.
First the coherencies for both shear and bending moment are seen to decrease generally
going outboard. This decrease is in accordance with the decreasing coherency between
the gust velocity producing the load and the gust velocity as measured on the center
line. The torsions are more erratic. The generally very low coherencies at
= 0.38/0.36 and at l]= 0.75/0.71 are consistent with the 12el (1971) data. Studies
of the 1971 data indicated that the low coherencies at these locations, just inboard
of the inboard and outboard ailerons respectively, are related to a high coherency
between the torsions and the aileron angles. In other words, pilot input to the
ailerons is an especially significant contributor to these loads. The variations
of coherency from burst to burst tend to follow the pattern suggested by the earlier
discussion of the theoretical coherencies. The listed coherencies are generally
lower for Bursts 9 and i0 than for the cruise speed bursts; and in the outer part
of the wing, coherencies for shear and bending moment are generally lower with ACS
on than off (Burst 2 vs i, 4 vs 3, 6 vs 5, and I0 vs 9.)
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TABLE 5-11. QUALITY OF TEST DATA AS INDICATED BY AVERAGE COHERENCIES
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w My
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c_
I _=I .20
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.38
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.75
_=I .20
i
•31
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.75
W=. 201
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.38 .36
.52 .h9
•61
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FS[ 239
1L26
HU S z U : .29
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.61
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: 2 12el 5
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.71 .75 .66
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The general consistency of the various coherencies listed in the table, in
the context of the foregoing discussion, imparts confidence in the adequacyof
the complete body of data.
5.7.8 Results and Discussion
Overall Results
An overall evaluation of the adequacy of the active control system to give
the load reductions predicted by theory is provided by Figures 5-83 through 5-93.
Figures 5-83 through 5-91 compare measured with theoretical reductions in wing
shears and bending moments, while Figures 5-92 and 5-93 compare the measured with
theoretical effect of the active controls on wing torsions. In this section of
the report, the various figures are introduced and discussed briefly and conclu-
sions indicated. Additional backup discussion and analysis is deferred to later
sections.
In Figures 5-83 to 5-93, the horizontal scale is the ratio of A values
ACS-on to ACS-off, as given by theory. The A values forming this ratio were
obtained in all cases by running both the ACS-on and ACS-off analyses for the ACS-on
flight condition; thus the controls-off A is for exactly the same flight condition
as the controls-on value.
The vertical scale is the same ratio based on the flight data. This ratio
cannot be computed directly as the ratio of two available A's, however, inasmuch
as the ACS-on and ACS-off A's are always for slightly different flight conditions.
Instead, the test A ACS-off is adjusted for the small difference in flight
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condition by multiplying by the ratio of theoretical A's for the two flight
conditions, both ACS-off. Thus, for Bursts i and 2, for example, where Burst i
is with ACS off and Burst 2 with ACS on,
A ACS on)t
A ACS off est
(A Burst 2)test
(_ Burst l)tes t
(A Burst 2 ACS off)theory
(A Burst i ACS off)theory
The same result canlalso be thought of as given by
{A ACS onf) t
<AACS of est
Ii K ACS °n)test
i' A ACS °n)the°ry/ (__ACS on)t
= I((A ACS off)test I ACS _f heoryff)theo r
in which the last ratio is computed for the ACS-on flight condition.
In Figures 5-83 to 5-91, points below the 45-degree "test = theory" line
indicate the ACS to be more effective than predicted, and above the line, less
effective.
Cross Spectrum Method and I-D Theory. In the first five figures, the test values
were obtained using cross-spectrum-method transfer functions, and the theoretical
values were based on traditional I-D theory.
In these figures, the theoretical reduction ratios are seen to range
approximately as follows:
Baseline tests, cruise
Extended span tests, cruise
Extended span tests, low speed
0.62 - 0.93
O.5O - O.9O
0.71 - 0.88
In all cases, the greatest reductions occur at the more outboard locations. The \
greater reductions for the extended-span tests are due to the larger aileron.
The smaller reductions for the low speed tests (flaps extended) are related to
the large reduction in dynamic pressure, only partially offset by changes in the
system gains. It might be remarked that, for critical design conditions, load
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reductions due to the ACS are only about 75 percent of those indicated here, as
a result of the difference in airplane weights. Accordingly, a reduction factor
of 0.60 for the flight test flight condition would become 0.70 for the design
condition. Also, these ratios apply, of course, only to the gust increment.
Inasmuch as the one-g part of the load, unaffected by the ACS, is roughly 1/3 of
the total for gust conditions, the percentage reduction in net load is only about
2/3 of the percentage reduction in the gust increment. A reduction factor of
0.70 for the gust increment would thus become 0.80 for net load.
Results of the baseline tests are shown in Figure 5-83. These results are
highly gratifying. With only one exception, all of the points lie very close to
the "test = theory" line, and average slightly below. The only point significantly
above the lime is for bending moment at q = 0.75. The departure of this point from
the line is believed to be due to the nature of the psd determinations from the
test data, rather than any actual ineffectiveness of the ACS. This is discussed
more fully later, under "Response PSD's".
Cruise condition results for the extended-span tests are shown in
Figures 5-84, 5-85, and 5-86. In these figures, too, the test points generally
fall close to the line, averaging slightly above the line for Bursts 3 and 4 and
slightly below for Bursts 5 and 6. It might be remarked that the close similarity
between the two figures for Bursts 5 and 6, one for L=762 m (Figure 5-85) and
one for L = 305 m (Figure 5-86) indicates insensitivity of the results to the
selection of the scale of turbulence, which involved some degree of judgment.
The 305 m (i000 ft) case, however, is considered to be the more valid of the two.
All three of these figures display a consistent trend in the small departures
of the test data from the lO0%-effective line. Indeed, the detailed consistency of
Bursts 3 and 4 with Bursts 5 and 6 tends to confirm the adequacy of the burst dura-
tions with respect to reliability of the _ data.* Test points tend to lie slightly
above the line for theoretical reduction ratios in the region 0.7 to 0.9, and
slightly below in the region below 0.7. This trend may be real, as it is consistent
with data in Figures 5-19 and 5-20 on bending moments due to static aileron
deflections. In those figures, the test data for Mx/6 a can be seen to exceed the
theory by a larger percentage in the region _ = 0.6 to 0.8 than farther inboard.
*The statistical reliability of the psd's at individual frequencies, however, will
be much less. If n random quantities, each having the same mean and standard
deviation, are added, simulating in a crude way the integration of psd's to give _'sl;
the ratio of standard deviation to mean for the sum is equal to this ratio for a
single term, divided by _/n.
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The fact that shears and bending moments tend to lie on the same curve probably
also is a real effect, inasmuch as the bending moment at a given location is very
roughly equal to the shear at almore outboard location times a moment arm.
It is observed that the range of theoretical reduction ratios for which the test
data generally fall below the line - i.e., from 0.50 to 0.70 - includes the
bending moments ifrom _ = 0.49 outboard; this is the region of the wing where gust
loads tend to be critical for the extended span L-lOll.
The one inconsistency appearing between Bursts 3 and 4 and Bursts 5 and 6 is
in the higher values for S and M at II = .85 in Figure 5-84 than in Figures 5-85
z x
and 5-86. The reason for this difference has not been determined. The shear point
in Figure 5-84, however, which is much the farther of the two above the "test =
theory" line, appears not to be representative of the data in general. The
immediate source of the discrepancy is a relatively high cross-spectrum psd for
Burst 4 from O.1 to 0.4 H ; this does not show up in bending moment at _ = 0.80 or
z
= 0.71, contrary to what one would expect, nor does it show up at all in Burst 6.
Inasmuch as this measurement is within the span of the outboard aileron, it may be
that the load paths from the aileron into the wing box are such that this gage does
not accurately reflect loads originating in the aileron. With airloads due to
aileron displacement largely offsetting those due to turbulence in this frequency
range, a small error here could lead to a magnified relative error in net shear.
Results of the low-speed, flaps-extended tests are shown in Figure 5-87.
The agreement between test and theory is not as consistent as for the cruise
speed tests, but the ACS is still seen to do about as well as predicted - and
better for the outer wing bending moments. It will be recalled that this flight
condition is pertinent only for fatigue. Consequently, shears tend to be much
less important than bending moments.
Cross Spectrum Metltod and 3-D Cross Transfer Functions. The next two figures,
Figures 5-88 and 5-89, show the effect of using the 3-D theoretical cross transfer
functions instead of the I-D theory in computing the theoretical Aon/Aof f ratios.
These figures agree fairly closely with the corresponding I-D plots, Figures 5-84
and 5-86 respectively. They do, however, show a small upward shift of the plotted
data relative to the "test = theory" line. Actually the shift is to the left, rather
than upwards. The test values of Aon/Aoff are, of course, unchanged, except for a
very small difference related to the theoretical adjustment of the ACS-off A's to
the ACS-on flight condition.
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While the 3-D approach represented by Figures 5-88 and 5-89 appears to be more
valid than the I-D approach represented by Figures 5-83 through 5-86, the various
small differences between test and theory that show on the plots may be within the
accuracy to which dynamic gust loads can be established without an ACS, at the
present state of the art. They may also be within the accuracy with which the
effects of the ACS on gust loads can be determined by tests - in particular, tests
limited to essentially a single flight condition.
Spectrum Method and I-D Theory. Similar curves based on spectrum method test
data and I-D theory are shown in Figures 5-90 and 5-91. These must be used with
the greatest caution, as they simply do not reflect at all accurately the actual
ACS effectiveness. Indeed, the difficulty to be expected in drawing valid conclu-
sions from these data is suggested at once by the vast difference between these two
figures.
One of the major differences between the spectrum-method and cross-spectrum-
method data is that the spectrum-method data include the effect of pilot control
inputs, in both pitch and roll. In much of the test data, these are substantial.
So far in this report, pilot inputs have been mentioned primarily in terms of their
effect on the relation between spectrum-method and cross transfer functions, espe-
cially as reflected in the coherency function. In particular, it has been noted that
any difference between spectrum-method and cross transfer functions below about
0.5 to 1.0 Hz is in all likelihood due primarily to pilot inputs.* Any difference
between the two types of transfer function, however, will show up also in the psd's
obtained therefrom. It will also show up, in turn, in the resulting A's. In terms
of psd's, the effect of pilot input is clearly evident, for example, in Figure 5-71
(page 5-114); the area between the spectrum and cross-spectrum curves at frequencies
up to about 0.5 to 1.0 Hz can be considered to be due almost entirely to pilot input.
With _ given by the square root of the area under the psd curve, the large contri-
bution of pilot input to the spectrum-method A is evident.
Two significant effects of pilot input are discussed more fully in a later
section, "Effect of Pilot Control Inputs" starting on page 5-166.
*Specific evidence that such differences are indeed due to pilot inputs is listed
in the footnote on page 5-167, in connection with a more extensive discussion of
'_the effects of pilot inputs.
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First, pilot inputs are found to vary substantially and apparently randomly from
burst to burst, so that any comparison of ACS-on with ACS-off data can be virtually
meaningless. Returning to Aon/Aof f test to theory comparisons, Figure 5-90, for
Bursts i and 2, reflects a situation in which the pilot inputs are substantially
greater ACS-on (Burst 2a) than ACS-off (Bursts la and Ib). For shears at several
locations, the greater pilot inputs more than make up for the reductions due to
the ACS!
Second, in Figure 5-91, the distinctive shape of the curve -- much different
from that of Figure 5-90 -- is characteristic of the effect of roll control inputs,
even when the same for ACS-on and ACS-off bursts.
Wing Torsions. The effect of the ACS on wing torsions is shown in Figures 5-92
and 5-93. Torsions are expected to increase as a result of using outboard ailerons
for wing load reduction; and these higher torsions are, of course, accounted for in
the design loads. Ordinarily the structural weight increases due to the higher
torsions are a very small fraction of the reductions due to the lower bending
loads. Figure 5-92 is based on cross-spectrum test data and I-D theory and
Figure 5-93!on spectrum method test data and I-D theory. Both figures show
data for Bursts 3 and 4 and Bursts 5 and 6 (with L = 305 m). The test data
generally fall close to or below the 45 degree "test = theory" line.
Response PSD's
Various response psd's are shown in Figures 5-94 through 5-101 and 5-103, 5-104
The figures are selected primarily from Bursts 3 and 4 and Bursts 5 and 6, the
extended-span cruise-speed cases. Two figures from the baseline tests, however,
are also included.
In all of these figures, the psd's shown are those given by the V0n Karman
gust psd in conjunction with the appropriate measured or theoretical transfer.
function. A scale of turbulence of 762 m (2500 ft) was used for Bursts i, 2, 3,
and 4, and 305 m (i000 ft) for Bursts 5 and 6. The dash line shows the theoretical
psd obtained using the 3-D cross transfer function.* The I-D theoretical curves,
not shown in the figures, would relate to the curves shown approximately as
illustrated by Figure 5-71. Thus at the short-period psd peak at about 0.3 Hz,
*For Bursts i and 2, although the original data processing utilized only I-D
theory, 3-D computer runs were made later. The theoretical curves on these
figures were hand plotted from these runs.
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the I-D theoretical curves would be very slightly higher than the curves shown.
At the elastic mode peak at about 1.5 Hz, they would be 2 to 2.5 times as high.
It might be remarked that the dotted line in Figure 5-71 indicates only that part
of the 3-D psd that is coherent with the vertical gust velocity on the airplane
centerline. The full 3-D psd would lie approximately midway between the two curves
shown. The solid lines in Figures 5-94 through 5-104 show the flight data psd's -
the heavy line the cross-spectrum values and the lighter line the spectrum-method
values. The major emphasis in the present discussion is on the validity of the
modeling as indicated by comparisons of the curves based on theoretical and measured
cross transfer functions. Some observations are also made, however, with respect
to the relation between spectrum-method and cross-spectrum-method measured psd's.
It is noted that in all of the figures the scales are the same in the upper
and lower parts of the figure, to facilitate comparison. Also, the scales are the
same for Bursts 3 and 4 as for Bursts i and 2; for Bursts 5 and 6 the scales are
compressed by a factor of 2 or 2.5, approximately the factor 1.842 associated with
the reduced scale of turbulence as noted under "Integrated Data - A Values" in
Section 5.7.6.
Body Accelerations. Figures 5-94 through 5-96 compare psd's for body acceler-
ation. The elastic-mode contributions are seen to be relatively small. For Burst
I (baseline tests, ACS off), the agreement between theory and test (cross-spectrum
method) is seen to be very good. The theoretical effect of the active controls
(Burst 2) is seen to be small, as expected. The MLC/EMS reduces wing loads with
only a very secondary effect on CG acceleration; and, as noted in Section 4.5, the
constraints imposed on the synthesis of the GA function made it difficult to achieve
a significant load reduction by this means. With ACS-on (Burst 2) the test curve
is seen to be much less smooth, as a result of the shorter data sample (4 vs 9
blocks), and probably also the greater contamination by other inputs, suggested by
the greater difference between cross-spectrum and spectrum method curves. But a
faired curve would again agree closely with theory. The considerably greater
difference between the two test curves (spectrum and cross-spectrum) ACS-on than
ACS-off suggests a comparable increase in the magnitude of pilot inputs in pitch.
This is believed to be unrelated to the presence of the active controls, inasmuch
as no change in handling qualities has been evident to the pilots.
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PSD of Aftbody Acceleration - Bursts 5 and 6 with L = 305m (i000 ft /
In the extended-span tests _Figures 5-95 and 5-96), the ACS results in a
somewhat greater reduction in the theoretical short period psd peak. This is due
i
to the increase in pitch damping resulting from the much higher GLA gain on the
feedback. (]The reduction in psd is largely confined to the immediate vicinity of
the resonance peak, however, so the effect on area under the curve is much less).
In these tests, the measured curves fall somewhat below the theoretical. Also, in
all four cases, the difference between spectrum and cross-spectrum test curves is
smaller, indicating less pilot maneuver input.
Root Bending Moment. Figures 5-97 and 5-98 compare psd's for wing bending
moment near the wing root (_ = 0.29). With ACS off (Bursts 3 and 5), response
peaks corresponding to the longitudinal short period mode (0.3 Hz) and first wing
bending mode (1.5 Hz) are clearly evident. The test curves are below the theoreti-
cal at both short'period and elastic-mode peaks. Comparing the theoretical curve
for Burst 4 with 3, or Burst 6 with 5, it is seen that the active controls are
predicted to reduce both the short period and elastic-mode peaks. Reductions
approximately as predicted by theory are indicated by the test data.
Bending Moment at _ = 0.71. Psd's of bending moment at _ = 0.71 (_ = 0.75 for
the baseline tests) are shown in Figures 5-99, 5-100, and 5-101. Here the theory
indicates a major reduction in load due to the active controls in the short-period
region - even greater for the extended span than the baseline tests, probably be-
cause of the larger aileron. The theory continues to indicate a good reduction in
the elastic-mode region. It is interesting to observe that for the baseline air-
plane, with ACS off, the elastic-mode and short-period peaks are of comparable
magnitude (Burst i), whereas with extended span (Bursts 3, 5), the elastic mode peak
is much lo_er than the short-period peak. The short-period peak is, of course,
higher because of the tip extension. The elastic mode peak actually stays about
the same, probably because of the very small additional mass and an increase in
aerodynamic damping in the mode.
For bending moment at this location, the reductions due to the ACS in the
elastic mode region are seen to be roughly as predicted by theory, for the
rextended span airplane (Figures 5-100 and 5-101), and perhaps even greater than
predicted for the baseline airplane (Figure 5-99).
In the region of the short-period response, the effectiveness of the active
controls is somewhat clouded, in Bursts 1 and 2 and Bursts 5 and 6, by distortions
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Figure 5-99. PSD of Wing Bending at _ = 0.75 - Bursts i and 2
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apparently due to pilot input. The pilot input effect, as measured by the
difference between spectrum and cross-spectrum test curves, is much greater hlere
than at more inboard locations, due to the influence of pilot roll control, which
involves the outboard ailerons. For Bursts 3 and 4 (Figure 5-100), the pilot input
effect is quite modest, and the theoretical reduction appears to have been achieved.
In Bursts i and 2 (Figure 5-99), the ACS is indicated to be much less effective,
throughout the region of the short period response, than indicated by theory. The
disagreement between cross-spectrum and theoretical curves below 1.0 Hz with ACS on
is the primary source of the disagreement between test and theory noted for this
quantity in Figure 5-83, which compared measured with theoretical load reductions
due to the ACS.
This disagreement between the cross-spectrum and theoretical curves is
believed to be due to the nature of the psd determinations from the test data.
Experience has indicated that there is a limit to how low the computed cross
spectrum psd can be relative to the spectrum method psd, even if it were to be
zero in the absence of other inputs (maneuvers) or for a very long sample. The
ratio of the cross spectrum psd to the spectrum psd is equal to the coherency
function. But as mentioned in Section 5.7.6, experimental coherencies between
quantities that should have zero coherency generally tend to oscillate between
zero and some positive value when plotted against frequency. The magnitude of
these oscillations has been determined as a function of record length for the
present program by working with plots of the coherency between roll rate and
vertical gust velocity, which theoretically is zero. Cumulative peak count
curves were obtained for peaks occurring between:2.0 and 7.5 Hz; and cross curves
i igure _vs length of burst were then plotted.* These are shown in F 5-102. For
Burst 2, with a duration of 4 blocks, at the 3-peaks-per-Hz level, the expected
height of peaks is 0.16. Accordingly, in Figure 5-99, the "minimum" cross-spectrum !
i
psd would contain peaks up to (0.16)(16.3 x 107 ) = 2.6 x 107 - roughly as shown.
So the cross-spectrum psd curve shown could have been obtained even if the true
cross spectrum psd were zero.
Consequently, it appears entirely likely that the active control system in
the baseline tests was as effective in reducing loads due to vertical gust inputs
at this location as well as others, as theory predicts. Thus the point in
*More generally, the appropriate parameter is probably the number of statistical
degrees of freedom, equal to four times the number of FFT blocks.
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Figure 5-83 for M at _ = 0.75 can be considered to be effectively on the "test =
x
theory" line, like the other points in the figure.
In Bursts 5 and 6 (Figure 5-101), the effect of pilot input is somewhat less
extreme, but the individual peaks in the cross-spectrum psd's for both Burst 5 and
Burst 6 at about 0.i0 Hz may well reflect in part the corresponding peaks in the
spectrum method psd's.
Figure 5-100 makes clear why the ACS load reduction points in Figures 5-88
and 5-89 (3-D theoretical cross transfer functions) are slightly to the left of
those in Figures 5-84 and 5-86 _l-D theory). This shift is related to the rela-
tive effectiveness of the ACS at the short-period and elastic-mode frequencies.
The data in Figure 5-100 - both theoretical and test - show that the ACS does a
much better job at the short-period peak than at the elastic-mode peak. The
theoretical reduction in psd at the short-period peak is in the ratio 0.3/5.5 =
0.055; at the elastic mode peak, it is roughly 0.6/1.3 = 0.46. The test psd's show
comparable reductions. The overall reduction in _ due to the ACS, by either test
or theory, will depend upon the relative weighting of the elastic mode and short-
period psd peaks. As noted earlier, psd's based on theoretical 3-D cross-transfer
functions are much lower, at the elastic mode peak, than given by I-D theory, but
about the same at the short period peak. Therefore, using the 3-D theory, the
short-period peak will be more heavily weighted relative to the elastic mode peak,
m
and the Aon/Aof f value will be less.
Torsion at _ = 0.71. Wing torsion at _ = 0.71 is also of interest; plots of
the psd of this quantity are shown in Figures 5-103 and 5-104. ACS-off, theory
shows a small short-period peak and a considerably larger elastic-mode peak. The
small static torsion (short period peak) is probably due to an aerodynamic center
location close to the load axis (see Figure 5-13, Section 5.4). The loads at the
elastic mode peak are due primarily to inertia forces, however, and with the mass
center farther off, act through a larger moment arm. The theoretical effect of the
active controls is to introduce large torsions due to the aileron motion at both
short-period and elastic-mode frequencies. The result in the short-period region is
a large increase in torsion; in the elastic-mode region, however, the torsion from
t_e ailerons has less effect than the reduction in elastic mode dynamic response.
The test data confirm the predicted reduction at the elastic mode resonance. The
prediction of a substantial increase at the short period frequency is also borne
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out, although the quantitative relations are obscured by the lack of smoothness in
the ACS-on plots.
One interesting observation from the psd plots generally is the much better
agreement between test and theory, in the region of the first wing bending peak
(1.5 Hz) achieved using the 3-D theory. In this region the test psd's (cross
spectrum) generally agree excellently with the 3-D cross transfer function psd's;
where there is a difference, the test psd's are below the theoretical. In contrast
the 1-D psd's are higher than the 3-d psd's by a factor of 2 or more.
Effect of Pilot Control Inputs
Control inputs by the pilot in turbulence can affect both the interpretation
of the test data and the load reduction ratios that the active control system
achieves. The pilot inputs under consideration here may be loosely spoken of as
maneuver inputs, but actually are simply the inputs that the pilot applies to
restrict the airplane motions induced by the turbulence. Explicit maneuvers such
as turns, pullups, and pushovers are believed to have been completely excluded from
the flight data and are not included in the present discussion.
Pilot corrective inputs in turbulence can be in either pitch or roll. In the
context of active controls effectiveness in reducing gust loads, these differ in
two important respects.
First, wing loads due to pitch inputs generally, as well as loads due to pitch
maneuvers in particular, are reduced by the MLC/EMS in much the same way and to much
the same extent as are wing loads due to turbulence. (The GLA probably has very
little effect on loads due to pitch control inputs, and its effect on gust loads,
too, is not great; its effect can be largely ignored in the present discussion.)
Wing loads due to roll control, on the other hand, can be substantial and are com-
pletely unaffected by the ACS. Roll control is inherently antisymmetric whereas
the L-lOll ACS is symmetric both in its sensors and in its commands to the control
surfaces.
Second, airplane roll motions, and consequently roll control inputs, are inco-
herent with the vertical gust velocity as measured on the airplane centerline.
Pitch control inputs, on the other hand, can be at least partially coherent. Under
autopilot control, coherencies of about 0.60 between stabilizer angle and vertical
gust velocity have been obtained _in an extension of the present program under
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Lockheed funding.) Under pilot control, however, these coherencies in the present
tests are essentially zero. The difference is apparently due to the tendency of
the pilot to apply intermittent corrections, in contrast to the continuously modu-
lated inputs by the autopilot.
As noted earlier and illustrated by Figure 5-71 (page 5-114) pilot inputs in
the gust response testing affect primarily the spectrum-method transfer functions and
resulting psd's. The difference betweenspectrum and cross-spectrum psd's in the
frequency range below about 1.0 Hz, is a measureof the effect of the pilot input.*
*Attributing differences between spectrum-methodand cross-spectrum-method transfer
functions at the lower frequencies primarily to pilot inputs is based on the
following direct and indirect evidence:
. In the 1971 L-1011 gust response flight tests, low coherency of wing
torsion at l]= 0.75 and _ = 0.38 (just inboard of outboard and inboard
ailerons, respectively) with vertical gust velocity, together with very
high coherency of these quantities with aileron angle, throughout the
frequency range 0-i.0 Hz (noted on page 5-130 herein). In Bursts 2, 6,
and i0 of the present program, low coherency of wing bending moment at
= 0.71 (or 0.75) with vertical gust velocity is, similarly, associated
with high coherency with ant_symmetric aileron angle.
2. In the 1971 tests, good correlation between magnitude of load and acceler-
ation psd spikes at very low frequency (below 0.15 Hz, as seen in Fig-
ure 5-67 herein) and psd's of stabilizer angle.
. In the 1971 tests and in the current tests with ACS off, consistency
between the psd shape for aileron or stabilizer angle (high psd at low
frequency) and the drop-off at low frequency of coherencies of the various
responses relative to vertical gust velocity.
. Theoretical knowledge that if pilot control is significant it will indeed
cause the results noted (low coherency of response with gust velocity and
large difference between spectrum and cross spectrum transfer functions
and psd's), together with lack of evidence of any other significant cause
in the pertinent frequency range.
. Qualitative prediction, by means of 3-D gust analysis with autopilot roll
control, of the coherencies and A relationships observed in flight under
pilot control, together with qualitative agreement of flight-measured
aileron angle psd's with those given by the analysis (discussed on
pages 5-168 through 5-171 herein).
. Consistency in Table 5-12 herein between measures of pilot input based on
response psd's (Columns i through 4) and direct measures of pilot input
(Columns 5 and 6), discussed on pages 5-171 through 5-174 herein.
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Effect of Roll Control. The loads due to roll control, as noted above, are not
affected by the ACS. It is obvious that, whenroll control loads are present, the
full percentage reduction in loads achievable by the ACSunder vertical gust excita-
tion alone will not be achieved. The actual reduction in ACSeffectiveness to be
expected is expressed quantitatively in Figure 5-105. The nomenclature used in the
figure, summarizedgraphically at the bottom of the figure, is as follows:
a = load due to vertical gust, ACSoff
p = load due to pilot, or, in general, to a second input uncorrelated with
the first and unaffected by the ACS
_2 2b = load due to a and p together, b = + p
c = load due to vertical gust, ACSon, less than a
2d = load due to c and p together, d = 2 + P
The coordinates of Figure 5-105 are essentially the same as those of the load
reduction plots, Figures 5-83 through 5-91. The ratio c/a is identical to
"Aon/Aoff, theory." The ratio d/b is what one would expect to obtain in test for
Aon/Aoff, as a result of roll control, if the ACS were to achieve its theoretical
load reduction in the absence of roll control.
In an earlier section (Overall Results), the distinctive trend of the test data
in Figure 5-91 (page 5-147) was identified as due to the presence of roll control.
This identification can readily be supported qualitatively in terms of Figure 5-105.
In the inner part of the wing, the roll-control loads are much smaller than the
gust-induced loads - say p/a = 0.2. Accordingly, the test points stay close to the
"test = theory" line. Approaching the outboard aileron, however, the loads due to
roll control may be comparable to those due to turbulence. At _ = 0.85, therefore,
with c/a = 0.50 and p/a assumed equal to 1.0, the curve would swing sharply upward,
to a value approaching 0.80. This is exactly what is shown by the test data in
Figure 5-91.
The roll-control explanation for the trend of the test data in Figure 5-91 can
also be supported quantitatively. In Ffgure 5-106, the test data of Figure 5-91
have been repeated, and a second theoretical curve has been added. This curve was
obtained by including the L-1011 autopilot in a GLP-6 3-D gust analysis run for
Burst 6 with L = 305m. Only the roll and yaw autopilot channels were included;
the turbulence mode gains were used. The ACS was on. Thus an indication was
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obtained of what roll control might do to the loads, regardless of whether the
control is exercised by autopilot or pilot. (The corresponding theoretical effect
of roll control on coherencies was shown in Figure 5-81, page 5-128; Figures 5-81
and 5-106 are qualitatively consistent.) It has been found that the amount of
roll-control aileron activity varies immensely from pilot to pilot, and substan-
tially for a single pilot from burst to burst. Nevertheless, the aileron motions
produced by the autopilot appear to be representative, very generally, of those
produced by a human pilot.*
The GLP-6 _'s with and without autopilot provide values of d/c (see Nomencla-
ture, Figure 5-105) for shears and bending moments at the various wing locations.
Corresponding values of c/a were taken from Figure 5-91 or 5-105. From these two
quantities, d/b can be computed.** The resulting points, plotted as "D" symbols
in Figure 5-106, define with very little scatter the second theoretical curve,
labelled "test = theory - L-1011 autopilot roll and yaw control, turbulence mode."
It is seen that this second theoretical curve reproduces very well the basic
trend of the test data, even though the actual roll control used in the theory was
a somewhat arbitrary approximation to the actual roll control exercised by the
pilot.
It would appear that the reduction in ACS effectiveness due to the presence of
roll control should be accounted for in establishing design loads for an airplane
with active controls.
Effects of Burst-to-Burst Variations in Pilot Inputs. In the section
"Overall Results," the apparently poor showing of the ACS on a spectrum-method
basis, in Figure 5-90, was attributed to random differences in pilot technique
from one turbulence penetration to another. In an earlier section, "Response PSD's,"
an indication of the differences in control inputs, for the same pair of bursts,
was seen in the psd plots for cg acceleration, Figure 5-94; the greater difference
between spectrum and cross-spectrum psd plots, ACS-on, was a clear indication that
the control input was greater for the ACS-on burst.
L
*This conclusion follows from comparisons of rms aileron angles obtained in flight
in turbulence andon the Lockheed Rye Canyon Visual Flight Simulator, under
pilot control, with those given by the 3-D gust analysis for autopilot control.
d
a
** d where d d/c p _d) 2 (c)2
b _l + (_2, a - c/a - and -=a --
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A more comprehensive and quantitative view of the effect of control inputs on
the gust response results is provided by Table 5-12.
The first four col_nns of the table provide values of the parameter,
Aadditional
coherent ACSoff
evaluated for each burst for each of four response variables. This parameter was
selected as one measureof control input. The numerator is the square root of the
area between the spectrum and cross-spectrum psd's (test), as shown, for example,
in Figures 5-94 to 5-104. It approximates the A that would be given by the pilot
inputs alone. (It is only an approximation, inasmuch as the difference between the
two curves beyond about 1.0 Hz is due primarily to sources other than pilot input,
and even below 1.0 Hz is due partially to such other sources.) The denominator is
the square root of the area under the cross spectrum psd for the ACS-off case; this
provides a commonreference for ACS-onand ACS-off cases. This parameter is valid
as a measure of roll control inputs. It is also valid as a measure of pitch control
inputs when applied to a response variable such as a body acceleration (cg or aft-
body) which is not significantly affected by the ACS. As applied to wing shears and
bending moments, however, it is not entirely satisfactory as a measure of pitch
control inputs. What it measures is pitch control outputs, and these are affected
by the ACS. Thus, to the extent to which this parameter reflects the effect of
pitch control, equal values of the parameter would indicate not equal inputs, but
a greater input ACS on than ACS off. The "+" symbols in columns 2,3, and 4 of
Table 5-12, for the ACS-on cases, serve as a reminder that these numbers would be
larger by some unknown but probably substantial amount if they were to apply to
control inputs rather than outputs.
The first column is for a quantity that reflects vertical gust and pitch
control inputs only. Proceeding to Columns 2, 3, and 4, roll control has a
progressively increasing influence.
Columns 5 and 6 list values of parameters which measure control inputs more
directly - Column 5 for pitch control and Column 6 for roll control.
Generally the numbers in the table are consistent. Column I agrees uniformly
with Column 5, as an indicator of whether pitch control is greater ACS on or ACS off
for each pair of bursts. For Bursts I and 2, Columns 5 and 6 indicate that while
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pitch control is considerably greater in Burst 2, roll control is slightly greater
in Burst i. Onewould expect, therefore, that in Columnsi through 4 the difference
between Bursts I and 2 would diminish proceeding from ColumnI to Columns2, 3, and
4, as the contribution of roll control increases. Such a trend is seen to occur,
although it becomesless pronounced as qualitative consideration is given to the +
symbols. Bursts 3 and 4 follow virtually the sametrend as Columns i and 2. For
Bursts 5 and 6 (with L=305m), the value for Burst 6 relative to Burst 5 is expected
to increase moving from Columni to Column4. This increase is not borne out by the
numbersthemselves, but may, quite plausibly, be borne out when, in accordance withf
the + symbols, the Burst 6 numbers are considered to increase moving from Column!
to 4 as a result of the increasing effect of the ACSon the loads due to
pitch control.
The picture provided by Table 5-12 makes it quite evident that control inputs
are greater for Burst 2 than Burst i. For Bursts 3 and 4, although the general
level of control inputs (relative to gust inputs) is much less than for Bursts i and
2, the ACS-oncase again has the greater control input. For Bursts 5 and 6, the
differences between ACSon and ACSoff are not as great again accounting for the +
symbols -- but now, in contrast to Bursts i, 2 and 3, 4, the greater use of controls
is ACS-off rather than ACS-on. Thus concrete support is lent to the conclusion
that differences in control inputs between the ACS-onand ACS-off tests are entirely
random, unrelated to the presence or absenceof the active controls.
Accordingly, it is concluded that the spectrum-method load-reduction plots of
Figures 5-90 and 5-91 do not indicate any deficiency in the capability of the ACS
to achieve the load reductions indicated by theory beyond the acknowledgedinability
of the ACSto reduce the loads due to roll control (Figures 5-105 and 5-106),
I
which must be accounted for in design.
Test-to-Theory Ratios
The over-all agreement of measured with theoretical responses, separately
for ACS-on and ACS-off flight, is indicated by the A test-to-theory ratios presented
in Tables 5-13 and 5-14.
In both tables, the ratios were formed using test A's based on the cross-
spectrum-method transfer functions. In Table 5-13 the theoretical A's, for con-
sistency, were based on the theoretical (3-D) crqss transfer functions. In
Table 5-14, the theoretical A's were based on I-D theory, in order that Bursts i and
i
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TABLE 5-13. A TEST-TO-THEORY RATIOS BASED ON MEASURED AND THEORETICAL
(3-D) CROSS TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
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TABLE 5-14. A TEST-TO-THEORY RATIOS BASED ON MEASURED CROSS TRANSFER
FUNCTIONS AND I-D THEORY
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2 might be included; A's using the 3-D theoretical cross transfer functions were not
available for those bursts. Table 5-13 is considered clearly the more valid of
the two.
In Table 5-13, the ratios for wing shears and bendings for the cruise conditions
are seen to range from .66 to 1.04, except only for a single value, shear at _ = 0.85
for Burst 4, for which the value is 1.48. (As discussed earlier, under "Overall
Results", this point is not representative and may not be valid.) Except for this
one point, the ACS-on values range generally from .80 to 1.00; and the spread within
any one burst tends to be less ACS-on than ACS-off. Thus these data lend support to
a view that the theory applies at least as well to flight ACS-on as ACS-off.
Torsions at cruise ACS-on range from .70 to .99, except for a single value of
1.20. ACS-off, the ratios go considerably higher. Again, the theory appears to
apply more reliably ACS-on then ACS-off. One reason for the better torsion agreement
ACS-on than ACS-off is the larger values of the torsions relative to the shears. For
the three outboard locations, N = .71, .80, and .85, the arm given by dividing the
theoretical torsion A by the theoretical shear _ is about 22 inches ACS-off but from
50 to 80 inches ACS-on.
This agreement is considered reasonably satisfactory, in view of the major
contribution of the dynamic response in the elastic modes, the statistical nature
of the test data, the uncertain degree of contamination of the results by the
effects of other inputs, and the greater difficulty of properly distributing airloads
over the airplane in comparison with predicting overall motions.
Table 5-14, based on 1-D theory, permits comparing all of the bursts com-
prising this program. Values for Bursts 1 and 2 are seen to be generally some-
what higher than for the extended-span bursts. This difference, however, is
believed not to be related to the airplane configuration, inasmuch as the 1971
data for the baseline configuration, for a similar flight condition, gave ratios
somewhat lower than the extended-span values. The differences, instead, may be
related to the great difficulty of achieving the desired accuracy in subtracting
out airplane motions in determining gust velocities.
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5.7.9 Concluding Remarks
A great deal of gust response flight data has been assembled and compared with
theory. From these data and comparisons it has been found that:
a. The analytical tools that have been developed over the years to establish
vertical-gust design loads also apply reasonably well to the prediction of
loads due to vertical gust inputs for airplanes with active controls.
b. With loads due to vertical gust inputs reduced by as much as 50 percent or
more by the active controls, loads due to other inputs, previously accounted
for implicitly in the design gust velocities, now become a larger fraction
of the total and may require explicit consideration.
c. Pilot control inputs in both pitch and roll can have a substantial effect
on the total loads occurring in turbulence. In examining these total loads,
not normally accounted for explicitly in analytical design gust loads deter-
mination, it became evident that:
o The amount of pilot control can vary randomly from one gust
penetration to another, so that direct quantitative determination
from the flight data of the effect of the active controls on the
total loads is not feasible.
o Loads due to pitch control can be presumed to be reduced by the
active control system to about the same extent as loads due to
vertical gust inputs or explicit pitch maneuvers. On the other
hand, loads due to roll control are no____treduced by the active
controls. Consequently, the percentage reduction in total loads
achievable by the active control system must be less than that
computed on the basis of the vertical gust input alone.
For airplanes _ithout active controls, the effect of pilot inputs in
turbulence can be considered to be accounted for implicitly in the
design gust velocities. With active controls, however, the loads
due to roll control become a bigger percentage of the vertical-gust loads;
it appears that this increase in percentage should be designed for.
d. Three-dimensional gust analysis is a powerful tool, which:
o Provides a theoretically valid direct comparison between flight-
measured and theoretical transfer functions and associated
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power-spectral densities, especially important at elastic-mode
frequencies.
o Enhancesthe usefulness of the coherency function as a measure
of the quality of the test data.
o Provides a theoretical basis for evaluating and understanding the
effect of roll control on wing loads in turbulence.
(The traditional one-dimensional analysis, however, must be considered
the primary meansof defining design gust loads, for the time being,
inasmuch as it was the analysis used to set design levels in relation to
successful experience with earlier airplanes.)
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SECTION6
APPLICATIONOFACTIVECONTROLS
6.1 HANDLING QUALITIES EFFECTS
There appears to be no measureable effect on L-1011 handling qualities due to
Active Control System (ACS) operation. The project pilots who conducted maneuver
loads and gust loads flight tests state that they were unable to differentiate be-
tween ACS-on and ACS-off system status on the basis of handling qualities. The pilots
feel that the handling qualities of L-lOll S/N i001 with Maneuver Load Control (MLC),
Elastic Mode Suppression (EMS), and Gust Alleviation (GA) operating are essentially
those of the basic airplane. These subjective evaluations are confirmed by the
engineering data.
Figure 6-1 shows the column force gradients with positive incremental load
factor at three flight conditions for the baseline tests. Flight test data points
obtained during maneuver loads tests are shown solid for ACS-off (basic airplane)
and open for ACS fully operative. Several points are shown as square symbols with
MLC/EMS operating, but GA off. The circular symbols indicate points read during
wind-up turns while the diamonds are from roller coaster, push and hold or pull and
hold maneuvers. For the two high speed conditions (M = 0.80 and 0.88) the airplane
gross mass was approximately 173,300 kg (380,000 ib). The low speed, flaps down con-
dition had a mass of 145,100 kg (320,000 ib). The center of gravity is at approxi-
mately 23_ MAC for all test points shown. Predicted column forces for the basic
airplane are drawn as solid lines• 18 Newtons (4 pounds) breakout force is included
in the prediction.
At each of the high speed flight conditions the column force data are closely
grouped and can readily be faired with a single line regardless of ACS status. At
M = 0.80 the ACS system off prediction provides a good fairing for all the test
points. At M = 0.88 the system off prediction is slightly low. In both cases the
column forces for maneuvering are the same with the ACS system operating as they
are for the baseline airplane.
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At the low speed flight condition, with flaps in the landing position, the
prediction provides a good fairing for the total population of test data points. In
this case, however, there appears to be some differentiation between ACS-on and ACS-
off forces at incremental load factors above 0.4 with the data for the latter being
generally below their predicted value. It is apparent why the pilots were unable
to distinguish system status when it is observed that scatter within the ACS-on data
is as much as 90 Newtons (20 pounds) at some load factors. The demands of the fly-
ing task of holding sustained "g" levels where the lift coefficient is 2.0 or more
obscure any small differences in flying qualities that might result from the ACS
system status. At incremental load factors below 0.4 where normal maneuvers are
conducted these data provide no indication of a difference in handling qualities
from ACS operation.
Pilot subjective evaluations and engineering data resulting from both the
baseline and extended span flight tests indicate that the load alleviation active
controls system operation causes no degradation from the baseline L-lOll handling
qualities.
6.2 ACS HARDWARE OPERATION
During all ground and flight tests the Active Control System was monitored to
insure that all functions were operating. In addition to the system status lights
and failure annunciators, two 8-channel oscillograph recorders were used to monitor
key parameters within the system including sensors, computational outputs, and
series servo activity.
Although breadboard techniques were used in building the computers there were
no electronic failures that caused delay or cancellation of any test. The only
system failure occurring in flight was a runaway failure of one of the wingtip
accelerometers after an extended de-energized cold soak at high altitude during
i the baseline tests. The possibility of this failure mode had been recognized
earlier, based on the manufacturer's environmental specification for the accelerom-
eter. The runaway on re-energizing the ACS was detected by the aileron monitor.
Switching to single channel operation isolated the accelerometer, permitting testing
to continue.
During ground and flight tests, motion of the pilot's control column was
visually perceptible when large amplitude oscillatory signals were applied to the
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pitch series servo. This motion had been observed earlier in the Vehicle System
Simulator and was of some concern. However, none of the pilots noted any objection-
able feedback or change in control characteristics while maneuvering the aircraft
with the Active Control System engaged, either in or out of turbulence. All agreed
that it was virtually impossible to tell when the Active Control System was engaged.
6.3 BENEFITS ANALYSIS
The aircraft efficiency benefits attributable to active controls are
brought about indirectly by making an airframe improvement not otherwise
possible. The improvements sought increase aircraft lift to drag ratio
(L/D) with a minimal empty mass increase or, if possible, a reduction in
empty mass compared to a conventional design. The two active control concepts
addressed in this study have immediate energy efficiency benefits for the
aircraft on which the research was conducted, the Lockheed L-1011. The
techniques and applications evolved here also can be extended to permit
similar benefits for other contemporary and future generation commercial
transports.
6.3.1 Load Alleviation
Structural load alleviation, as demonstrated in Task 3 of this study,
permitted the extension of the L-1011 wing span by a total of 9 feet. The
resulting aspect ratio increase of I0 percent should theoretically reduce
the induced drag or drag-due-to-lift by a like amount. Since the induced
drag is roughly one third of the total drag during cruise, an overall L/D
improvement of 3 percent or more was expected. Flight tests conducted concur-
rently with this program have demonstrated increased specific air range (SAR)
sufficient to provide an increase in range of 3 percent with a given payload.
A comparable span increase accomplished without active control load alleviation
would require significant structural beef-up resulting in a total operating
empty mass (OEW) increase of 1.25%. Although the same drag improvement would
result, the additional structural mass penalty would reduce the mission fuel
saving to less than half the incremen_ achieved with active controls.
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The wing span modification and load alleviation concept developed in
Tasks i and 3 of this study have been incorporated into the design of a
long range derivative of the L-1011. This derivative, the L-1011-500, has
been purchased by several airlines and is scheduled to enter commercial
service in the spring of 1980.
6.3.2 Relaxed Static Stability
A secondlnear term derivative of the L-1011 which would employ active
controls has been proposed. The horizontal tail area of this derivative
will be considerably smaller thereby requiring augmented stability (AS)
in pitch. The smaller tail would contribute 3 percent improvement in
cruise L/D due primarily to reduced parasite drag. The small tail airfoil
section is to be cambered to provide the best tail L/D at nominal cruise
trim tail load unlike the current tail which has a symmetrical section. The
tail cruise L/D improvement supplements the parasite drag reduction to pro-
vide the total 3 percent benefit. Figure 6-2 shows the trimmed cruise L/D
ratio of the L-1011 with small tail as a function of c.g. relative to the
L/D of the big tail airplane trimmed at 25 percent c.g. both based on wind
tunnel data. At the same cruise c.g. (25 percent MAC) the 3 percent
improvement due to the small tail is indicated. This would be the total
benefit if the existing L-lOll e.g. envelope is retained.
Further improvement of 1 to 1.5 percent would be available from balance
changes which move the c.g. envelope and hence the nominal trim c.g. back
5 percent from the present location. The resulting c.g. envelope would have
its aft limit at the aerodynamic stability neutral point. This is attain-
able with current augmentation technology as demonstrated by the Task 2
simulator study, Volume 2 of this report.
6.3.3 Relaxed Stability For Advanced Technology Wings
Significant improvement in cruise aerodynamic efficiency is available
from wings employing advanced airfoil sections. The design of these airfoils,
in order to minimize the region of supercritical local velocity and avoid
adverse pressure ratio sufficiently strong to induce separation, is charac-
terized by considerable mean line camber well aft of mid chord. This design
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characteristic results in the center of pressure at the design condition
being farther aft than on a comparable conventional airfoil. Thus, benefits
of advanced airfoils are reduced by trim drag unless the center of gravity
is moved aft. To take full advantage of the benefits available from new
generation wings, airplane c.g, limits must be located about 20 percent
farther aft on the MAC than they are on current transports. This results in !
airframes which may be i0 to 15 percent statically unstable at the aft c.g.
limit. Compared in Figure 6-3 are the trimmed cruise maximum L/D ratios
obtained from wind tunnel tests for a current and an advanced technology
subsonic transport wing. Both wings are optimized for the same design point
and planform.
The reference L/D is defined at 25 percent MAC for the current technology
wing. The advanced wing trimmed at 25 percent MAC has the same maximum L/D
as the current wing, but if the trim c.g. is moved back to 45 percent MAC the
advanced wing shows an advantage of 8 percent over the reference L/D and 3 per-
cent over the state-of-the-art wing at the same aft trim e.g. To accomplish
this the aft c.g. limit would be at approximately 50 percent MAC resulting in
a l0 percent negative static margin.
To provide compensating pitch AS for such a configuration the system
i
performance and reliability must exceed those of the current active control
system evaluated in the Task 2 study. Development of advanced highly reliable
active control systems and components should proceed concurrently with wing
development for far term applications.
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SECTION 7
CONCLUSIONS
Results of laboratory and flight tests and analysis of an active load allevia-
tion system for the baseline and extended-span L-lOll aircraft have shown that:
i. The active control system provides the degree of wing load alleviation
predicted by analysis, both for maneuvers and for gust encounters.
o Where airplane elastic responses are involved, it is advisable to use the
full production flutter and gust loads programs in deriving and verifying
the load alleviation control laws.
3. Interactive graphics and their associated optimization techniques were
effective tools in the above process.
e The existing L-lOll data base and production mathematicalltechniques were
adequate to describe the airplane static and dynamic responsVes and
to prescribe the control laws.
5. The laboratory-developed breadboard active control system_ containing
fail-passive dual channels with monitoring and complete ground test/failure
i
I detection circuits, performed reliably, after initial burn-in, for its
j full 250 hours of laboratory testing and 70 hours of flight use. No tests
were delayed by this system. A breadboard digital computer incorporated
late in the program also performed reliably.
, The ensemble of analytical techniques and active controls computers and
hardware has provided a background for production use of active load
alleviation with extended span for increased energy efficiency.
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